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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION 

 

Engineering artificial protein assemblies based on  

natural protein oligomeric domains 

 

by  

 

Yen-Ting Lai 

Doctor of Philosophy in Bioengineering 

University of California, Los Angeles, 2013 

Professor Todd O. Yeates, Co-chair 

Professor Gerard Chee Lai Wong, Co-chair 

 

 

 Protein based nanotechnology is an emerging field, which could someday provide novel 

protein materials for biomedical, biotechnology and other industries. In Nature, many proteins 

occur as ordered homomeric assemblies, such as virus capsids and microtubules.  These natural 

protein assemblies not only play crucial functions in their biological context, but also can be 

adopted for various applications. As an example, the capsids of adenoviruses can be used for 

gene delivery for potential gene therapy. However, there are only limited numbers of natural 

protein assemblies available for such applications. It will be of great advantage if protein 

assemblies with novel properties can be designed and engineered to fulfill the needs of specific 

applications.  
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  Engineering ordered protein assemblies has been a challenging task for protein engineers. 

Compared to the more advanced field of DNA based nanotechnology, protein based 

nanotechnology is still in its infancy. Specific interactions can be easily engineered in DNA 

molecules through complementary hydrogen bonding between base pairs, which can facilitate 

the assemblies of DNA molecules into various shapes. On the other hand, protein interactions are 

much more difficult to engineer and hence protein engineers need to design artificial protein 

assemblies based on a limited number of distinct interactions. As can be learned from natural 

protein assemblies and crystallography, symmetric operations can expand a small number of 

distinct interactions into a network of interactions that can embody ordered protein assemblies. 

 Based on the concept of symmetry, principles for designing ordered protein assemblies 

can be derived. Two strategies are conceived to fulfill the design principles in my dissertation. 

The first is to fuse two natural oligomeric domains through the use of helix linkers. Carefully 

designed fusion proteins can lead to self-assembled protein architectures. A model system of the 

helix-fusion strategy is studied in great detail by x-ray crystallography and other biophysical 

methods, while several other helix-fusion systems are also characterized. The second strategy 

involves merging natural oligomeric domains into chimeric proteins that are capable of forming 

higher-order assemblies. Several design targets by this chimeric-protein based approach are 

characterized and presented. My study shows that large protein assemblies can be achieved 

through the two strategies. Together with other contemporary engineering strategies, the field of 

protein-based nanotechnology might one day rival the DNA-based counterpart. 
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CHAPTER 1 

Principles and strategies for engineering  

ordered protein assemblies 

 

 

In Nature, various protein assemblies emerged through the course of evolution. The most 

impressive forms of protein assemblies are those that are composed of simple building blocks, 

yet large and complex assemblies can form through repetitive stacking of these simple 

components [1]. Virus capsids are classic examples. Some virus capsid are composed of only one 

protein component and multiple copies of the protein component self-assemble into large and 

delicate capsid structures (e.g bacteriophage phiX174) [2]. Microtubules are also well-known 

examples. The basic components of microtubule are tubulin α and β, which can self-associate 

into long, tubular structure through a repetitive arrangement [3]. Structures of these protein 

assemblies are not only breathtaking, but they also provide important functionalities in the 

biological contexts [4]. Virus capsids are shelters for the gene content and microtubules are 

essential for intracellular transport and cell division in all eukaryotes.  

Since the early days of molecular biology, researchers have been fascinated by the large 

architectures that are self-assembled by simple components through a repetitive fashion. Watson 

and Crick, after they solved the DNA structure, studied the structures of virus capsids and 

established that viruses capsids are composed of identical subunits arranged in a regular fashion 

that lead to cubic symmetry in the classic 1956 paper [5]. Caspar and Klug went further and 

solved the paradox that some virus capsids are composed of more than 60 identical subunits, the 
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maximal number that were predicted to be in an icosahedral virus by Watson and Crick, by 

introducing the quasi-equivalent theory [6]. Substantial amount of knowledge was accumulated 

in the past half century about the every aspect of protein self-assembly, not only in viruse capsids 

but also in other large protein assemblies (such as carboxysomes [7, 8]). 

I would test the knowledge that was gained during the past half-century by a “learning by 

building” approach. If the knowledge was not only necessary but also sufficient to describe the 

formation of large protein assemblies, such as virus capsids and microtubules, then artificial 

large protein assemblies could be created in a laboratory by following these principles, without 

the intervention of natural evolution. 

In section 1.2, I summarize the principles underlying the formation of large protein 

assemblies. These principles lead to the conclusion that to form a symmetric protein assembly, 

two symmetries with specific geometry must be present in a protein subunit. In section 1.3, two 

strategies for fulfilling the principles will be described. Section 1.4 is a review article that I 

coauthored [9]; this review article included in-depth expansion of the principles that I summarize 

in section 1.2 and several strategies (both from my current lab and other labs) that led to 

successful realization of artificial protein assemblies. Potential biomedical applications of these 

artificially generated protein assemblies were also covered in this review article. 
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1.1 Principles of symmetric protein assemblies formation 

 

The observed symmetric protein structures in Nature were the product of million years of 

evolution. These symmetric structures endow beneficial functions for their hosts and hence were 

selected among all other possible configurations during the course of evolution. In a laboratory 

setup, however, it is not possible to reproduce symmetric protein assemblies through such 

evolutionary processes. Directed evolution was proven to be extremely powerful in creating 

enzymes variants that have various characteristics and are suitable for various applications. 

Adequate enzymatic assays are the keys for successful directed evolution projects to generate 

enzymes with novel properties. As the mantra of the field says, “you get what you select for”, it 

cannot be overstated how important the enzymatic assays are. For protein assemblies, the 

equivalent of an adequate enzymatic assay does not exist and hence the powerful directed 

evolution methods cannot be used to generate artificial protein assemblies. To achieve such goal, 

rational design is an approach that’s more suitable than evolution-based methods. 

 By analyzing virus particles Watson and Crick predicted, almost five decades ago, that 

virus particles were composed of identical protein subunits that assembled in mathematically 

well-defined symmetric manners [5]. Viruses often assemble into icosahedrons, which have a 

point group of 532, meaning that 5-fold, 3-fold and 2-fold symmetries are present in an assembly 

and the symmetric axes all pass through a point at the center of this assembly. As a consequence, 

the identical protein subunits have interaction interfaces that form 5-fold, 3-fold and 2-fold 

symmetries with its neighboring subunits. These identical viral protein subunits can then 

assemble into complete virus capsids through the 5-fold, 3-fold and 2-fold interaction interfaces. 

However, it was found by the Yeates lab fifteen years ago that it is not required to have all three 
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interfaces to achieve a symmetric assembly; two interfaces is the minimum requirement [10]. For 

example, if the 5-fold interaction interface is removed from a viral subunit protein, the subunit 

proteins can still form icosahedral capsids through the remaining 3-fold and 2-fold interaction 

interfaces. Five-fold symmetries will still be present in these assemblies, albeit no longer be 

maintained through molecular interactions; they are an emergent property of the 3-fold and 2-

fold interactions. 

 The realization that two interaction interfaces is the minimum requirement has an 

important implication in creating artificial self-assembling proteins by rational design. Instead of 

creating a protein subunit that has three distinct interaction interfaces, only two interaction 

interfaces are required to be present on a protein surface. Because engineering an interaction 

interface on a protein surface is not an easy task, reducing the required number of interfaces from 

three to two greatly simplifies the engineering problem.  

 One thing that might not be obvious is that the required two interaction interfaces have to 

be in specific relative orientations to achieve specific symmetries. For example, in the 

icosahedral virus case, the neighboring 2-fold and 3-fold axes intersect with an angle of 20.9°. 

The geometry, i.e. whether the two axes intersect and the angle between the two axes, is critical 

to determine the final symmetry of an assembly. If the 2-fold and 3-fold symmetry axes intersect 

with an angle of 35.3o, then the resulting symmetry of the assembly will be octahedral (point 

group 432). In this case the emerging symmetry is 4-fold symmetries, instead of the 5-fold 

symmetries seen in the virus case. 
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1.2 Strategies to create symmetric protein assemblies 

 

Based on the principles described in the previous section, two strategies are used to create 

symmetric protein assemblies in this dissertation. The details of these strategies are described in 

the following sub-sections. 

 

1.2.1 A genetic-fusion based strategy 

As described in the previous section, two different symmetric axes with specific geometry are 

required to achieve a specific symmetric assembly. To obtain the two symmetric axes needed, we 

decided to borrow from Nature’s protein repertoire. Natural proteins often form dimers and 

trimers, which have intrinsic dimeric axes and trimeric axes. Once we decided to use the natural 

dimers and trimers, the abovementioned requirement is simplified as how to keep these natural 

dimers and trimers in a specific geometry to achieve a specific assembly.  

 To maintain a natural dimer and trimer in a specific geometry, a genetic-fusion method 

was developed [11]. This method relies heavily on the knowledge of protein three-dimensional 

(3D) structures. Three-dimensional structures of proteins are composed of three different 

secondary structures, alpha-helixes, beta-sheets and loops. The alpha-helixes and beta-sheets are 

well defined structural elements, while the loops usually have random conformations. It was 

observed that many protein structures terminate with alpha-helixes and we aimed to use the 

terminal helical segments to help maintain the geometry requirement between natural dimer and 

trimer that are connected together. For a natural dimer that ends with a helical segment at its 

carboxyl-terminus, all natural trimers with helical segment at the amino-termini are selected to 

be a potential fusion partner. The idea is that by genetically fusing the terminal helical segments 
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with a linker that has high alpha-helix forming propensity, a long continuous helix segment will 

be formed. Because a helix structure is well defined, the theoretical orientation of a dimer and a 

trimer after fusion can be determined. Because of the discrete nature of a helix linker, not every 

pair of dimer and trimer can have orientations that will lead to interesting, symmetric assemblies. 

However, because of the combinatorial nature of this genetic-fusion strategy, a small portion of 

the combinations will eventually have geometries that can form symmetric assemblies. 

 

1.2.2 A chimeric-protein based strategy 

An alternative approach was developed to fulfill the same requirement that two symmetric axes 

with specific geometries are needed to achieve symmetric protein assemblies. However, different 

from the genetic-fusion strategy, the end products of this alternative approach are single domain 

protein molecules that are capable of forming large symmetric assemblies. As in the genetic-

fusion strategy, natural dimers and trimers are used in this strategy. This again simplified the 

requirement to finding a way to maintain a specific geometry between the dimeric and trimeric 

axes. 

 This alternative approach also relies heavily on the knowledge of protein 3D structures 

and it also relies heavily on the fast growing Protein Data Bank (PDB) [12]. Natural dimers and 

trimers with known 3D structures are collected from public databases. The structures of each pair 

of dimer and trimer are compared to determine if they share a same fold [13]. If a dimer and 

trimer pair is found to have a same fold, the angle formed by the intrinsic dimeric and trimeric 

axes are then calculated. The chance that a random pair of dimer and trimer has geometry to able 

form ordered, symmetric assembly is low; however, because there are so many protein structures 
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available in the PDB (and many of them share the same folds), a small portion of combination 

will have geometries that can lead to symmetric assemblies.  

 Once such pairs of dimer and trimer are identified, an engineering process is carried out 

to merge the dimeric and trimeric proteins into chimeric proteins that have both dimeric and 

trimeric interaction interfaces. Because it was required at the protein selection stage that the 

dimeric and trimeric proteins should have the same fold, at the subsequent design stage it is 

possible to engineer a chimeric protein that has the same fold as its trimeric and dimeric parent 

proteins. The integral structure of the chimeric protein also helps maintain the geometry between 

the trimeric and dimeric axes from the two parents. Hence, the requirement can be fulfilled and 

symmetric assemblies can be achieved in principle. 

 

 

1.3 Review article 

 

Section 1.3 is a reprint of the review article: 

Principles for designing ordered protein assemblies.  Yen-Ting Lai, Neil P. King, and Todd O. 

Yeates, Trends in Cell Biology 2012 22(12), 653-661. Reprinted with permission. 

This manuscript covered in-depth the description of the principles that I summarize in section 1.2 

and one of the strategies that I summarize in section 1.3.1. Other strategies from various research 

groups that can fulfill the principles were also collected in this article. The successful cases 

generated by all these strategies were reviewed and potential biomedical applications were 

discussed.
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CHAPTER 2 

A model system for studying helix-fusion based  

protein assemblies 

 

 

In this Chapter, I investigate a self-assembling protein that was designed by the genetic-fusion 

strategy introduced in section 1.2.1. In a previous work, members of the Yeates laboratory 

demonstrated that it was possible to generate artificial protein assemblies by the helix-fusion 

method introduced in Chapter 1. A designed protein filament and a designed tetrahedral protein 

cage were proposed and experiments were conducted to verify the structures of these assemblies 

[11]. At low resolution, the structures observed by electron microscopy were consistent with the 

designs. However, it is preferable to have high-resolution structures, such as x-ray crystal 

structures, to serve as decisive proof for the validity of this helix-fusion strategy. In this chapter I 

describe the effort to redesign the tetrahedral protein cage, which led to the successful 

crystallization and determination of crystal structures [14]. Also, further characterization of the 

redesigned fusion proteins revealed a high degree of flexibility in the protein cages [15], which 

was unanticipated when the strategy was first proposed more than a decade ago. 
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2.1 Redesign of the tetrahedral cage 

 

The designed tetrahedral protein cage was a fusion protein based an amino-terminal, trimeric 

bormoperoxidase A2 from Streptomyces aureofaciens (PDB code: 1BRO) [16] and a carboxyl-

terminal, dimeric matrix protein from influenza virus (PDB code: 1AA7) [17]. The helix linker 

between these two protein domains was adopted from ribosomal protein L9 from Geobacillus 

stearothermophilus (PDB code: 1DIV) [18]. This designed protein molecule is referred to as the 

Padilla Cage (abbreviated as PC; Jennifer Padilla was the first author of the original report). In 

the original report it was shown that the designed protein assembled into particles of the right 

length scale by electron microscopy [11], but the assemblies were polymorphic and efforts by 

previous members of the laboratory to crystallize this initial design failed.  

I reconstructed the gene of the fusion protein molecule and overexpressed the recombinant 

protein in E. coli BL21(DE3) strain, followed by IMAC (Immobilized metal ion affinity 

chromatography) purification utilizing a hexa-histidine tag at the carboxyl terminus of the fusion 

protein molecule. More than 30 mg of the fusion protein could be purified from 1 liter of bacteria 

culture, indicating that this original design was quite soluble. However, significant amount of the 

IMAC-purified protein precipitated during the dialysis process for removing the high 

concentration of imidazole, which was introduced by the final step of IMAC purification. The 

precipitation was removed by centrifugation and the supernatant was subjected to a size-

exclusion chromatographic (SEC) analysis. The chromatogram showed a single, tailed peak 

eluted at the void volume of the column. This was an indication that the protein molecule was 

heterogeneous. Native polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (PAGE) analysis also showed multiple 

bands, which indicated that the fusion protein molecule could assemble into various structures 
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and resulted in the heterogeneity observed by electron microscope and size-exclusion 

chromatography. To obtain a protein crystal for structural analysis, the heterogeneity observed 

was a major hurdle and hence I tried to increase the homogeneity by several different strategies. 

 

2.1.1 Model based optimization 

An in silico model of the fusion protein molecule was built for indentifying structural feature that 

might cause the heterogeneity observed in native PAGE. A lysine residue at position 118 of the 

trimeric bromoperoxidase domain was immediately recognized as a potential structural feature 

for causing the heterogeneity. This lysine residue is located in the vicinity of the carboxyl-

terminal helix segment of the native bromoperoxidase domain and stabilizes the partial negative 

charge of the helix dipole. When the helix linker was introduced to fuse the bromoperoxidase 

domain and the influenza matrix protein, the side-chain of the lysine residue makes unavoidable 

clashes with the helix linker, providing a possible explanation for the heterogeneous assemblies. 

To test this hypothesis, I mutated the lysine residue to amino acids with smaller side-chains, 

including alanine, serine, leucine and methionine. Upon mutating the lysine residue to leucine 

and methionine the protein cages became insoluble, while the alanine and serine mutants were as 

soluble as the wild type. I further characterized the alanine mutant, denoted PCK118A hereafter. 

The size-exclusion chromatogram showed that the PCK118A mutant behaved very differently from 

the wild type. The single peak had a longer retention time and the peak was more symmetric, 

with a small bump at the void volume. Furthermore, based on the standard curve of the column 

the major peak corresponded to a molecular weight of ~600 kDa, which was consistent with the 

molecular weight of an assembly of twelve monomers (12 x 50 kDa = 600 kDa). The native 

PAGE analysis, however, showed that the PCK118A mutant still maintain some degree of 
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heterogeneity. The multiple, smeary bands of wild type PC cage transformed into four discrete 

bands on native PAGE when a single lysine residue at position 118 was mutated to alanine. 

 

 

Figure 2.1 Size-exclusion chromatogram (A) and native PAGE (B) of PC and PCK118A 
 

 

The fact that the PCK118A mutant had improved chromatographic profile and improved 

homogeneity on native PAGE prompted the attempt to crystallize the mutant. Extensive 

crystallization screening was carried out and multiple crystal hits were obtained (Figure 2.2). 

However, these crystal hits could not be optimized to give descent diffractions for structural 

analysis. This was probably due to the remaining heterogeneity as observed in native PAGE 

(Figure 2.1B). 
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Figure 2.2 Crystal images of PCK118A. Various crystal forms were obtained for the mutant 
PCK118A, ranging from cubes, hexagonal plates, clusters of needles and butterfly shapes. The 
visible-light images are on the left and the UV-fluorescent images are on the right.  
 

Attempts to improve the homogeneity of the PCK118A mutant by varying buffer components 

such as pH and salt concentrations failed, indicating the heterogeneity of this mutant might be 

intrinsic to its sequence and three-dimensional structure. Since the four bands on the native 

PAGE separated quite well, purification of the different assembly species from the native PAGE 

was attempted (Figure 2.3). The native PAGE purification procedure generated even more 

homogeneous protein assemblies; however, the purified assemblies seemed to be able to 

interconvert to different forms. Since the amount of protein purified from native PAGE was 

small, no crystallization was carried out on these PAGE-purified protein assemblies. However, 

the possibility to study this PAGE-purified protein assemblies by electron microscope remains 

open. 
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Figure 2.3 Native PAGE purification of PCK118A. The major four bands of the original input (O) 
were cut from the gel and electro-eluted from the gel slices. The PAGE-purified proteins (P1~P4) 
were re-analyzed by native PAGE side-by-side with the original input. 
 

2.1.2 Enhance the helix rigidity by Rosetta-optimization 

Based on the analysis of the PCK118A mutant, I believed that optimization of the protein sequence 

was needed to further improve the homogeneity of PCK118A. One possible weak point of the 

fusion protein molecule is the helix linker. The helix linker was adopted from ribosomal protein 

L9 [18] and might not be optimal for fusing the two domains that were chosen in this project. As 

an attempt to optimize the helix linker for the PC cage I used Rosetta [19], a state-of-the-art bio-

macromolecule modeling program, to optimize the helix linker. The best sequence for the linker 

region selected by the Rosetta program was FFEQAKRLREWERLR, compared to the original 

FLAKALEAQKQKLLT (the underlined sequences are the linker, while the franking regions 

were included in the design process; changed residues are colored in red). In addition to the 

Rosetta optimization, I also manually designed a helix-linker, ALAEALEAAKAKLLE, based on 

the fact that alanine is the residue that most frequently observed in helix structures. 

The alanine-enriched helix linker made the fusion molecule insoluble when overexpressed in 

E. coli, while the Rosetta-optimized construct (designated PCK118A/Rosetta hereafter) remained 
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soluble. The PCK118A/Rosetta was purified and tested on size-exclusion column and native PAGE. 

The PCK118A/Rosetta behaved very similarly as the PCK118A mutant and no crystallization was 

attempted. One notable difference is that the PCK118A/Rosetta mutant turned white after dialysis into 

the size-exclusion running buffer, indicating the Rosetta-optimized helix linker might cause 

some unexpected interaction between assemblies. Consistent with this, less amount of 

PCK118A/Rosetta protein could be purified from 1 liter of bacterial culture when compared to the 

PCK118A mutant. 

 

2.1.3 Decipher the four bands on the native gel 

One interesting question to answer at this point was: what are the four bands of PCK118A on the 

native protein gel (see Figure 2.2)? One possibility was that the four bands represents one-

quarter, half, three-quarters and a full tetrahedral cage (assuming the dimeric interface is weak 

and fastly associates/dissociates). The other possibility was that the four bands were the four 

possible assembly symmetries, D3 (6-monomer assembly), tetrahedral (T; 12-monomer 

assembly), octahedral (O; 24-monomer assembly) and icosahedral (I; 60-monomer assembly). 

Different from a SDS protein gel (which is based on the molecular weight alone), proteins 

migrate on a native protein gel based the ratio between (effective) molecular weights and charges 

of the proteins. Because of this reason, no universal protein marker can be used on a native 

PAGE. To determine the relative molecular weights of the four bands, I set out to construct a 

monomeric PCK118A fusion protein. This monomeric variant of the PCK118A fusion protein, if 

successfully constructed, can serve as a standard for the PC assemblies on a native PAGE. 

Residues located at the center of the trimeric and dimeric interfaces were mutated to bulky 

amino acids to interrupt the interfaces. Specifically, residue 69 located at the trimeric interface 
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was mutated to a glutamine (Q) from a threonine (T) and residue 416 located at the dimeric 

interface was mutated to a glutamine (Q) from an asparagine (N). Several different variations 

based on PCK118A and PCK118A/Rosetta were constructed by introducing either one or both mutations. 

The constructs with a mutation at the dimeric interface were denoted dQ, the construct with a 

mutation at the trimeric interface was denoted tQ and the construct with both mutations was 

denoted QQ. 

These mutants were overexpressed, purified and tested on SDS-PAGE (Figure 2.4). It was 

clear from the result that the dimeric interface was weak, even before introduction of the bulky 

glutamine residue. While the introduction of a glutamine residue at the trimeric interface indeed 

weakened the interface, however, it seemed that monomeric fusion protein was not obtained 

because although the trimeric interface was weakened, the mutant could still form significant 

amount of trimer on the unboiled SDS PAGE. Further, no obvious difference was observed on 

native PAGE when compared to the PCK118A or the PCK118A/Rosetta mutants. 
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Figure 2.4 SDS-PAGE of dQ, tQ and QQ mutants. It was found serendipitously that when the 
samples were boiled with SDS loading dye, the samples became semi-solid and difficult to load. 
Samples either need to be diluted before boiling or avoid boiling for SDS-PAGE analysis. U: 
unboiled; B: boiled; M: marker 
 

Although the effort in this section didn’t lead to the determination of the nature of the four 

bands on native PAGE, I unintentionally discovered that the trimeric interface is very strong 

while the dimeric interface is very weak. This information would help clarify some properties of 

the cage at later stage. To ultimately determine the molecular composition of the four bands, the 

most plausible approach will be using electron microscope to analyze the PAGE-purified 

samples (see Figure 2.2) 
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2.1.4 Enhancing dimeric interface 

By serendipity, I found that trimeric interface was extremely strong even on a SDS-PAGE 

without boiling (see Figure 2.4). On the other hand, the dimeric interface seemed to be very 

weak, literature also showed that the dimeric interface was dynamic and can adopt various 

binding modes [20]. I hence suspected that the four bands on the native gel were the four 

possible sub-structures based on the trimeric form of the fusion protein (i.e. one-quarter, half, 

three-quarters and full cage). A dimeric-interface enhancing mutant was thus constructed by 

mutating the residue 416, an asparagine located at the center of the dimeric interface, to a 

phenylalanine to increase the hydrophobicity/stickiness of the dimeric interface. However, the 

resulting mutant PCK118A/N416F behaved almost the same as the PCK118A mutant on a native PAGE. 

To truly increase the affinity of the dimeric interface, optimization of the whole interaction 

interface might be needed. This contradicted our intention to use natural oligomeric interfaces as 

the starting structure and hence this direction was not further pursued. 

 

2.1.5 A homogeneous double mutant, PCK118A/Q24V 

During the same time I tried to enhance the dimeric interface, an alternative approach was taken 

which eventually led to a homogeneous protein sample. In section 2.1.2 the Rosetta program was 

used to optimize the helix linker, which didn’t result in a homogeneous sample. As an alternative 

approach, I tried to visualize the theoretical model built in section 1.1.1 to identify residues on 

either the trimeric domain or the dimeric domain that were close to the helix linker and could 

potentially serve as a support. Residue 24, a glutamine residue, was close to the helix linker with 

a closest distance of 4.5Å to residue 279, a leucine residue. This glutamine 24 was mutated to a 
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hydrophobic valine residue to stabilize the helix linker through hydrophobic interaction with the 

leucine 279 on the helix linker. 

Another reason that this mutation might be beneficial was that the leucine 24 residue was 

located on a lone helix segment and so the hydrophobic side-chain was exposed to the bulk 

solvent. This might cause perturbed local structure and result in a highly flexible helix. By 

introducing a hydrophobic residue to interact with this leucine residue, the helix linker could be 

stabilized.  

A third reason that this mutation might improve the assembly is that the original design by 

Jennifer Padilla et al. was not perfect for forming a tetrahedral protein cage. The angle and 

distance between the trimeric axis and the dimeric axis were 51.7° and 6Å, as opposed to the 

ideal values of 54.7° and 0Å (being intersected). The reason for this was due to the discrete 

nature of the helix linker and was also due to the limited size of the Protein Data Bank when the 

design work was initially carried out. Because of the relative geometric position of the residues 

24 and 279 to the trimeric and dimeric axes, the intended hydrophobic interaction might have the 

effect of improving the angle and distance to be closer to the ideal values. 

The PCK118/Q24V mutant amazingly showed a SEC chromatogram that was distinctly different 

from previous mutants; it only displayed a single band on a native PAGE, indicating the 

successful optimization of the PC cage to a homogeneous assembly in solution (Figure 2.5). The 

chromatogram showed a major peak centered at the expected retention time and the peak was 

symmetric and narrower compared to the PCK118A mutant. On the native gel, only one band with 

a little bit of tailing was observed. This was viewed as a substantial improvement to the PCK118A 

mutant. The PCK118A/Q24V mutant was subjected to extensive crystallization trials and two crystal 
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forms were obtained. (See section 2.2 for the determination and analysis of the PCK118A/Q24V 

crystal structures) 

 

Figure 2.5 SEC and Native gel of PCK118A/Q24V.  

 

2.1.6 A homogeneous triple mutant, PCK118A/L279Q/Q24T 

Although a homogeneous sample was achieved by introducing two mutations, it wasn’t clear 

exactly why we succeeded. The three potential reasons listed in the previous section were 

inspected to identify the true reason for the successful assembly. One potential reason being that 

the leucine residue on the helix linker had an exposed hydrophobic side-chain and might cause 

perturbed local structure. To verify this possibility, several mutants were constructed to mutate 

the leucine residue 279 to various hydrophilic amino acids. As can be seen on the native PAGE 

(Figure 2.6), simply reducing the hydrophobicity of the side-chain of residue 279 did not 

improve the homogeneity. 
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Figure 2.6 Native PAGE of Leu279 mutants based on PCK118A 

 

The second potential reason was that the hydrophobic interaction between residues 24 and 

279 improved the geometry (i.e. the distance and angle between trimeric and dimeric axes) of the 

intended tetrahedral cage. However, analysis based on the crystal structures (see section 2.2) 

showed that the geometry of the successfully assembled cage wasn’t improved (the tetrahedral 

cage was quite distorted). 

The last potential reason was that the interaction between residue 24 and 279 stabilized the 

helix linker and resulted in improved homogeneity. To verify this reason, I constructed a mutant 

that had a hydrophilic interaction between residues 24 and 279, instead of the hydrophobic 

interaction introduced in the previous section. Specifically, residue 24 was mutated to a 

threonine and residue 279 was mutated to a glutamine. Amazingly, the triple mutant 

PCK118A/L279Q/Q24T had an even better SEC chromatographic profile, and the homogeneity as 

judged by native PAGE also seemed to be higher (Figure 2.7). This concluded that an interaction, 

whether hydrophobic or hydrophilic in nature, between the helix linker and neighboring domain 

is critical for the homogeneity, possibly through rigidifying the semi-flexible helix linker. The 

triple mutant was successfully crystallized and molecular structures of three different crystal 
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forms were determined (See section 1.3 for detailed analysis of the triple mutant crystal 

structures). 

 

 

Figure 2.7 SEC and native PAGE of the triple mutant, PCK118A/L279Q/Q24T 

 

2.1.7 Conclusion of section 

I successfully improved the homogeneity of the Padilla Cage, which led to the determination of 

five different crystal structures [14, 15] (covered in sections 2.2 and 2.3). The keys were to 

remove a native lysine residue that perturbed the helix linker (section 2.1.1) and to introduce an 

interaction between the helix linker and a neighboring region to stabilize the semi-flexible helix 

linker (sections 2.1.5 and 2.1.6). One remaining question that arose during the optimization 

process was the molecular nature of the four bands of PCK118A observed on the native PAGE (see 

Figure 2.2). Two different theories were proposed in this section. One was that the four bands 

represent the sub-structures (one-quarter, half, three-quarters and full cage). The basis for this 

hypothesis was that the dimeric interface was relatively weak. However, in the PCK118A/Q24V 

double mutant and the PCK118A/L279Q/Q24T triple mutant the homogeneous full cage could be 

achieved without changing the native dimeric interface. So this first hypothesis is less likely to 
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be true. The other hypothesis was that the four bands represent the four possible higher-order 

symmetries that can be achieved through combination of a trimer and a dimer with intersecting 

axes, namely D3, tetrahedral (T), octahedral (O) and icosahedral (I) cages. The fact that an 

interaction (either hydrophobic or hydrophilic) between the helix linker and the neighboring 

region abolished the heterogeneity indicated that without the stabilizing effect the helix linker 

could be quite flexible and possibly could adopt the different conformations required for the D3, 

T, O, or I cages. If this is the case, however, it remains a puzzle why the semi-flexible helix 

linker would not cause the formation of a randomly connected protein gel, which probably will 

be more entropically favorable than all the various cages. Electron microscope analysis of the 

isolated bands (section 2.1.3) will help verify the nature of these four discrete bands and provide 

information for the formation mechanism of the four assembly species. 
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2.2 Structure verification of the model system by X-ray 

crystallography 

 

This section is a reprint of the article: 

Structure of a 16-nm cage designed by using protein oligomers. Yen-Ting Lai, Duilio Cascio, 

and Todd O. Yeates, Science 2012 336(6085) 1129. Reprinted with permission. 

In this article we reported structures of a redesigned PC cage (section 2.1.5). This report was the 

first one that structural verified the validity of the helix-fusion strategy, which was proposed 

more than a decade ago. 
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2.3 High flexibility, an unexpected feature of the model system 

 

This section is a reprint of the article: 

Structure and Flexibility of Nanoscale Protein Cages Designed by Symmetric Self-Assembly. 

Yen-Ting Lai, Kuang-Lei Tsai, Michael R. Sawaya, Francisco J. Asturias, and Todd O. Yeates,  

J Am Chem Soc 2013 135 (20) 7738–7743 Reprinted with permission. 

In this article we reported a redesigned PC cage with three mutations (section 2.1.6). These 

structures, together with the ones discussed in the previous section, strengthened the idea that 

stabilizing the helix linker through interaction with neighboring domain was a critical factor to 

the success of the helix-fusion strategy. Also they revealed that the protein cages made by the 

helix-fusion strategy can be very flexible. 
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2.4 Potential applications of artificial protein cages 

 

Protein-based materials can potentially have many applications [21, 22]. Researchers have 

demonstrated that naturally occurring protein assemblies could be used in applications, such as 

cell-targeting drug delivery [23, 24], antigen display [25] and biomedical imaging [26, 27]. In 

this section I explore the possibility of the structurally verified Padilla cage for potential 

biomedical applications. 

 

2.4.1 Stability of the designed protein cages 

Stability of protein cages is one of the most important features when the protein cages are to be 

used for bio-medical applications [28, 29]. The stability of the homogeneous Padilla cage triple 

mutant was tested by temperature scan monitored by circular dichroism. The result showed that 

the cage has a melting temperature of 57.5˚C, which is much higher than human body 

temperature and the melting is largely reversible (Figure S8a in section 2.3). 

It was noticed that the Padilla cage, especially the triple mutant, was extremely stable after 

being purified. The purified protein samples remained clear (no precipitation observed) when 

stored at 4˚C for longer than 8 months. Size-exclusion chromatography of the old PC triple 

mutant stored at 4˚C for eight month was exactly the same as the freshly prepared sample, while 

the double mutant had a changed SEC profile (Figure 2.8). 
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Figure 2.8 SEC profile of the triple mutant PCK118A/L279Q/Q24T and the double mutant PCK118A/Q24V 
after extended storage at 4°C. (A) SEC profile of PCK118A/L279Q/Q24T after storing at 4°C for 8 
months (B) SEC profile of PCK118A/Q24V after storing at 4°C for 12 months 
 

2.4.2 Two test cases for potential applications 

In this section I explored the possibility to use the Padilla cage for specific biomedical 

applications. Namely, the cage was tested as an antigen display platform of human flu antigen 

and as a vector for drug delivery. It has to be noted that the double mutant Padilla cage 

PCK118A/Q24V was used in both case. 

In the first test case, antigen from the hemagglutinin [30] of the human influenza virus was 

fused to the C-terminus of the Padilla cage as a way to achieve multivalent antigen display. The 

hemagglutinin protein has long been an important target for flu vaccine development [31-33]. In 

the past few years, researchers found that, in contrast to conventional wisdom, the stem region of 

the hemagglutinin protein, instead of the highly variable receptor-binding area, might be a more 

promising antigen candidate [34-36]. The stem area of the hemagglutinin is very conserved and 

involved in the virus fusion process. Antibodies targeting this region might be more broadly 

neutralizing against various flu strains [30, 37-39]. The multiple identical copies of antigens on 

the surface of the protein cage can potentially trigger a beneficial immune response, as compared 

to free-floating antigens [25]. 
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The antigen derived from the hemagglutinin stem region was a 55-residue peptide [30]. This 

peptide was fused to the C-terminus of the Padilla cage due to the fact that the C-terminus is 

more exposed while the N-terminus is pointing toward the interior of the cage. The construct was 

cloned, overexpressed and purified. The antigen-bearing Padilla cage was very soluble and large 

quantities could be recovered from the bacterial culture. However, the size-exclusion profile 

showed that the most protein eluted at void volume (Figure 2.9). And the native PAGE showed 

multiple bands for the IMAC-purified sample. Even after size-exclusion purification, the sample 

was still heterogeneous. The reason that might cause this heterogeneous behavior is that the 

antigen segment from hemagglutinin is very hydrophobic and might be causing the antigen-fused 

protein cage to interact with neighboring cages in solution. On the other hand, large amount of 

this antigen-fused protein cage could be purified from bacterial culture, which is an indication 

that the hydrophobic segment could not cause stable aggregation in bacterial cells (otherwise no 

protein could be purified). It might be possible to optimize the sequence of the antigen peptide 

fused to the cage to decrease the aggregation observed in solution. Another possibility is to 

decorate the antigen segment, for example with polyethylene glycol [40, 41], to decrease the 

hydrophobicity of the antigen segment after the antigen-fused protein cage is purified. 

 

Figure 2.9 SEC profile and native gel of PCK118A/Q24V fused to flu antigens. 
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In the second test case, the protein cage was tested as a possible cargo delivery vessel. One of 

the features that is required for successful cargo delivery is the ability to penetrate the cell 

membrane [23, 24]. This ensures that the cargo enter the cells before it is released. To endow this 

property to the protein cage, I fused a cell penetrating peptide (CPP) [42-44] to the exposed C-

terminus of the Padilla cage monomer. The cell penetrating peptide from HIV TAT protein [45] 

was used in this study because it is one of the most studied cell penetrating peptides. 

The CPPTAT-fused Padilla cage monomer was cloned, overexpressed and purified from E. 

coli. The CPPTAT-fused Padilla cage, like the antigen-fused cage, was very soluble and large 

amount could be purified from lysed bacterial cells. Notably, the CPP fusion changed the IMAC 

purification profile, large amount of the fusion protein could only be eluted from the IMAC 

column with a very high concentration of imidazole, potentially because the highly charged CPP 

peptide might interact nonspecifically with the nickel beads on the column. The SEC analysis 

showed that the purified CPPTAT-fused Padilla cage formed two populations in solution. One 

population eluted at the void volume of the column used, while the second population eluted at 

the correct retention time based on the calculated molecular weight of the assembly. However, 

the native PAGE showed that the assembly was more heterogeneous than was suggested by the 

SEC column. More than four smeary bands could be observed in the gel (Figure 2.10). 
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Figure 2.10 SEC profile and native gel of PCK118A/Q24V fused to cell penetrating peptides. 
 

Small-angle x-ray scattering experiments of this CPPTAT-fused protein cage showed that the 

cage was not capable of disrupting various lipid membranes. One possible explanation for this is 

that the Padilla cage is very negatively charged while the CPP is very positively charged. The 

CPP that was fused to the cage could be interacting with the protein cage, instead of sticking 

toward the exterior of the cage, which is required to have optimal cell penetration. One potential 

way to modify this behavior is to use longer CPPs that bear more positive charges and thus have 

more chance to adopt preferred conformation for cell penetration. On the other hand, the longer, 

more positively charged CPP could have a higher chance to cross-interact with neighboring 

cages. Alternative cell penetration mechanisms [42, 46] could possibly endow the protein cage 

with the desired penetration property and better behavior in solution.  

These two test cases only represent initial attempts to utilize the designed protein cages for 

various applications. Other potential applications, such as a bispecific targeting platform for 

disease treatment and assisted crystallization methods, are other potential directions to pursue. 
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CHAPTER 3 

New systems for helix-fusion based protein assemblies 

 

 

In Chapter 2 a model system based on the helix-fusion strategy was studied in great detail. 

Structural studies by X-ray crystallography and electron microscopy validated the use of this 

strategy for generating designed protein cages. In this chapter I utilize the same strategy to 

generate diverse designed protein cages. Because of the significant growth of the Protein Data 

Bank during the past decade [12], it is now possible to identify more targets for generating 

artificial protein cages based on the helix-fusion method [11]. However, in each new system 

different unexpected hurdles prevented the successful assembly of intended protein assemblies 

and various optimization strategies were attempted to pursue the goal of novel protein assemblies. 
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3.1 2ARH-3KAW tetrahedral cage	  

 

A tetrahedral cage, composed by different proteins than in the Padilla Cage, was designed. The 

idea was to exploit the fact that the Protein Data Bank contains many more entities now than 

when the idea was first proposed more than a decade ago. It is now possible to design a 

tetrahedral cage with geometric properties that better match the ideal values. Such new designs 

might have more symmetric shapes compared to the structurally validated Padilla Cage. The new 

tetrahedral cage is a fusion of a hypothetic protein with unknown function from Aquifex aeolicus 

VF5 (PDB ID: 2ARH) and another hypothetic protein from Pseudomonas aeruginosa (PDB ID: 

3KAW). Both proteins are targets of structural genomics centers (Midwest center for structural 

genomics for 2ARH and Northeast Structural Genomics Consortium for 3KAW), which have 

attempted to determine at least one member for all the possible structural families in all three 

biology kingdoms.  

The 2ARH protein is a trimeric α+β protein with both amino- and carboxyl- terminal helix 

segments and the 3KAW protein is a dimeric protein composed of a four-helix bundle. The 

design programs (see Chapter 5) identified that by placing 2ARH at N-terminal and 3KAW at C-

terminal, with a helix linker of three residues, a tetrahedral cage could be achieved. The resulting 

fusion protein has an angle of 57.7° between the trimeric and dimeric axes and the two axes 

almost intersect (0.02Å apart) (see Figure 3.1 for a theoretical model). These values are very 

close to the ideal values, 54.7° and 0Å (intersection), and are better than the ones in the Padilla 

Cage (51.7° and 6Å). This designed fusion protein was designated 2ARH-3KAW, based on the 

PDB IDs of the components. 
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Figure 3.1 Theoretical model of 2ARH-3KAW, viewing down one vertex 
 

 

The fusion protein was cloned, overexpressed in E. coli and purified. The protein was very 

soluble and large quantity could be purified from the bacterial cells. However, when the purified 

protein was analyzed by size-exclusion chromatography, two major peaks were observed on the 

size-exclusion column (Figure 3.2), in addition to the void peak. Compared to the standard curve 

of the column, the two peaks corresponded to the molecular weights of ~470 kDa and ~155 kDa, 

which might represent a tetrahedral cage (a 12 monomer assembly; ~420 kDa) and a D3 hexamer 

(a 6 monomer assembly; ~210 kDa), respectively. When the elution fractions of the two peaks 

were re-analyzed on the SEC column, the two-peak profile was re-emerged from either fraction, 

indicating that the assemblies corresponding to the two peaks equilibrated between the two states 

very quickly. 
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Figure 3.2 Size-exclusion chromatogram (A) and native PAGE (B) of 2ARH-3KAW 

 

In an attempt to test whether the buffer used (20mM Tris pH=8.0, 100mM NaCl) can change 

the behavior of this fusion protein in solution, various buffers with a wide range of pH and salt 

concentration were tested. At the pH range 4.0-8.0, the protein behaved just like in the original 

buffer; two peaks corresponding to the molecular weights of tetrahedral cage and D3 hexamer 

were observed on the SEC chromatograms. On the other hand, the salt concentration in the 

buffer changed the distribution of the two peaks on the SEC chromatogram. With high salt 

concentration, the equilibrium shifted toward the peak with smaller molecular weight (Figure 

3.3). However, no condition was found to be able to shift the equilibrium to the peak with higher 

molecular weight. 
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Figure 3.3 SEC of 2ARH-3KAW fusion protein under high salt condition 
 

Native PAGE analysis showed that the purified fusion protein had one dominant band. This 

dominant band, however, was somewhat smeary and depending on the stage of purification the 

dominant band can shift between two positions on the native PAGE (Figure 3.2). Some aspects 

of the native PAGE analysis were consistent with the size-exclusion chromatography. For 

example, the IMAC purified sample was in high-salt buffer and the native PAGE showed one 

dominant band for the IMAC purified sample, consistent with the single peak observed on SEC 

column when high-salt concentration was used in running buffer (Figure 3.3). And the fact that 

the dominant band on native PAGE was smeary indicated that the dominant species was fast 

exchanging with other minor species, also consistent with the observation on SEC 

chromatograms. However, some aspects of native PAGE analysis were not totally consistent 

with SEC chromatograms. The major difference was that two peaks were observed at the same 

time on SEC under low-salt condition while only one band was seen on the native PAGE. On the 

other hand the dominant band can change between two positions on a native PAGE at different 

stages of purification (Figure 3.2B). In general, the PAGE analysis has higher resolution than the 

SEC analysis (see Chapter 2, section 2.1.1 for example). But the inconsistency observed here 

might be caused by the nature of the separation media (resin beads in SEC columns versus 
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acrylamide gel in PAGEs), the time scale of the experiments (an hour for the SEC chromatogram 

and 20 minutes for the PAGE) or the principles underline the two methods (SEC separates 

particles solely on size while PAGE separates particles based on size and charge). 

Despite the differences seen in the SEC and PAGE analyses, three characteristics of the 

2ARH-3KAW cage could be concluded to be common among different experiment setups. The 

first is that the 2ARH-3KAW fusion protein is fast exchanging between different assembly 

species. And the second is that two assembly species could be observed (although in SEC they 

were observed at the same time and in native PAGE they were observed at different purification 

stages). The third is that under high-salt condition, the equilibrium shifted toward the peak with 

lower molecular weight.  

Although the high salt buffer could keep the 2ARH-3KAW fusion protein under a 

homogeneous, single-species condition, this assembly is likely to be the D3 hexamer but not the 

intended tetrahedral cage. And despite various buffers were tested, none could promote the 

fusion protein to stay as the designed tetrahedral cage. We thus decided to pursue crystallization 

based on the following rationales. First, there were only two assembly species in the solution, 

which was only one step from homogeneity. Second, the two assembly species were fast 

exchanging. Third, the chemical space explored in a crystallization screening is far larger than 

the number of different buffers that could be manually tested with size-exclusion 

chromatography. And perhaps certain chemical composition can lock the fusion protein to the 

tetrahedral cage state, instead of the unintended D3 hexamer. 

One (and only one) crystal was able to yield diffraction to 4.2Å and the molecular structure 

was determined for this crystal form. This crystal was determined to have a space group of P6322 

and two fusion protein molecules were present in the asymmetric unit (Figure 3.4A). It was 
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observed immediately that no cage structure was present and the protein molecules formed large 

solvent channels inside the crystal (Figure 3.4B; solvent content of this crystal is 71 %). By 

inspecting the interaction interfaces, it was found that the dimeric interface from 3KAW was 

preserved; however, the trimeric interface from 2ARH was interrupted and the interface instead 

engaged in the formation of a dimeric interface (Figure 3.4 C and D). Further analysis of the 

structure uncovered a surprise that the fusion protein might actually form a D2 tetramer in 

solution (figure 3.4E). The new dimeric interface formed by the 2ARH domain (which was 

supposed to form trimer) had a dimeric axis intersected perpendicular with the dimeric axis of 

the native dimeric domain (3KAW) and formed a D2 tetramer, as can be observed in the crystal 

structure. A D2 tetramer of the fusion protein would have a molecular weight of ~140 kDa (35 

kDa x 4 = 140 kDa) and corresponded well to the molecular weight of one of the peaks (~155 

kDa; Figure 3.2). Further, this crystal was grown in a high-salt condition (0.9 M ammonium 

tartrate) and it was shown that high-salt buffer shifted the equilibrium of assemblies to the peak 

with lower molecular weight (Figure 3.3) Thus the crystallization screening only captured the 

lower molecular weight assembly. 

From the crystal structure, it was observed that the helix linker was maintained and formed a 

part of a long helix that went through the two domains. The monomer of the fusion molecule also 

highly resembled the designed monomer, with the two domains being fixed at a specific relative 

orientation. More interestingly, the helix linkers, unlike the one observed in the Padilla Cage, are 

very straight (no bending or twisting). Thus the helix fusion strategy should be viewed as a valid 

method to generate artificial protein assemblies; it is possible to generate highly symmetric 

protein cages with straight helix linkers in well-designed cases. In the 2ARH-3KAW cage, the 
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fusion molecule failed to form a tetrahedral cage only because the trimeric interface, as reported 

in the Protein Data Bank, did not form. 

 

Table 3.1 Crystallographic statistics of 2ARH-3KAW 

Space group  P6322 
Resolution (Å)  4.2 
Unit cell dimension (Å)   

a  191.6 
b  191.6 
c  114.7 

Measured reflections  183546 
Unique reflections  9491 
Completeness  99.9% 
Rsym  6.3% (51.0%) 
I/sigma(I)  35.75 (7.55) 
Refinement   
Asymmetric unit  2 fusion protein molecules 
Solvent content  71.7% 
Matthews coefficient  4.34 
Final R  0.319 
Final Rfree  0.359 
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Figure 3.4 Crystal structure of 2ARH-3KAW fusion protein. (A) Two molecules, colored in 
green and cyan, were present in the asymmetric unit. (B) The fusion protein packed into water 
channels in the crystal. Green lines represented the unit cell. (C) The dimeric interface, as viewed 
down the arrow in (A). (D) The trimeric interface annotated by PISA, based on the structure 
2ARH deposit in the PDB (E) A D2 tetramer formed by the fusion protein. 
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Because both structures of the trimer and dimer used in this fusion protein are solved by 

structural genomics centers, only very little information about the proteins are available. Further, 

both proteins are putative proteins, no literature could be found for either protein. Based on the 

information on the PDB website about the trimeric component, it is known that selenomethionine 

was used to produce the protein for crystallization in this case. Three selenomethionines (one 

from each monomer) are located at the center of the trimeric interface. Since selenium is more 

hydrophobic than sulfur of the methionine, it is possible that the selenomethionines contributed 

significantly to the trimer association. To test this, the 2ARH-3KAW fusion protein was 

overexpressed under condition to force incorporation of selenomethionine in the protein. 

However, the selenomethionine containing fusion protein behaved exactly the same as the native 

fusion protein, both on SEC and native PAGE. It is thus possible that the trimeric interface 

observed in the reported 2ARH structure is specific for the crystal form obtained by the 

structural genomics center. And the dimeric interaction mode observed in my structures 

represents another oligomeric form of the 2ARH component. 

To test the possibility that 2ARH protein can form multiple oligomers, I subcloned the 2ARH 

component from the fusion protein and tested it by size-exclusion chromatography. The purified 

2ARH protein showed a major peak with a calculated molecular weight of ~56 kDa, which is 

close to the molecular weight of a dimer (2ARH has a molecular weight of ~25 kDa). It is 

notable that his major peak is not symmetric, with two shoulder peak occurring on the side of 

higher molecular weight. These two peaks, corresponding to molecular weights of ~77.5 kDa 

and 103.5 kDa, are probably the trimeric and tetrameric forms of the 2ARH protein. Hence it is 

plausible that the crystal structure reported in the PDB represents only one of the several possible 

oligomeric forms of this protein. Also Figure 3.5 is very consistent with Figure 3.2 in that the 
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dimeric form of 2ARH, which is the most dominant species by itself, can form a D2 tetramer in 

the context of the 2ARH-3KAW fusion, which is also the most dominant species in the size-

exclusion chromatogram (Figure 3.2). The trimeric form of the 2ARH protein, as reported in the 

PDB, was a minor species compared to the dimeric form and hence smaller portion of the fusion 

protein formed the designed tetrahedron (Figure 3.2). Finally the tetrameric form of the 2ARH 

protein might result in the random aggregate of the fusion protein, seen as the void peak in 

Figure 3.2. 

 

Figure 3.5 SEC profile of 2ARH. Label the peaks with molecular weights; asymmetric peak 
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3.2 ATC cubic cage	  

 

In this section, a protein cage that has a shape of a cube was designed. The designed protein is a 

fusion of 2-keto-3-deoxy-6-phosphogalactonate (KDPGal) aldolase (PDB ID: 2V82) [47] from E. 

coli and FkpA protein (PDB ID: 1Q6U) [48], also from E. coli. Different from the two protein 

components selected in the previous section, these two proteins are both well studied. The 

KDPGal aldolase is a trimeric protein that was chosen to be the amino-terminal domain and the 

FkpA protein is a dimeric protein that formed the carboxyl-terminal domain, the design protocol 

(see Chapter 5) determined that the length of the helix linker to be five residues. The angle and 

distance between the trimeric and dimeric axes are 36.5° and 0.25Å, which are very close to the 

ideal values of 35.3° and 0Å (intersection). For the sake of simplicity, the fusion system will be 

referred to as ATC cage (Aldolase-Twist domain Cubic protein cage; Figure 3.6). 

 

Figure 3.6 Theoretical model of ATC cage. 
 

The fusion protein was cloned, overexpressed in E. coli and purified. An adequate amount of 

soluble fusion protein could be purified from the bacterial cells. Analysis by size-exclusion 
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chromatography showed that the purified fusion protein assembled into four major species in 

solution (Figure 3.7). One is a large, possibly irregular, soluble aggregate eluted at void volume. 

The other three peaks were close in retention time. Based on the standard curve, these peaks 

corresponded to assemblies of molecular weights of ~795 kDa, ~500 kDa and ~235 kDa. 

Because the monomer has a molecular weight of 31kDa, the three peaks were roughly the 

molecular weight for 25 monomers, 16 monomers and 8 monomers, which might correspond to a 

cube (24 monomers), a tetrahedron (12 monomers) and a D3 hexamer (6 monomers). 

 

 

Figure 3.7 Size exclusion profile (A), SDS-PAGE (B) and native PAGE (C) of ATC-HL1. The 
size-exclusion was performed on a Superdex 200 column (S200). U: unboiled; B: boiled 
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The analysis by native PAGE (Figure 3.7C) showed features not quite consistent with the 

size-exclusion chromatogram. Two major bands were observed on the native PAGE while three 

non-aggregate peaks were observed in a size-exclusion chromatogram. At the same time, SDS-

PAGE analysis showed a puzzling feature of this fusion protein (Figure 3.4). Two bands could 

be observed on the SDS-PAGE, one was close to the estimated molecular weight of the fusion 

protein monomer (31kDa) and the other has much higher molecular weight. This feature 

prompted the question that since both components of the fusion protein are native E. coli protein, 

is it possible that some of the intrinsic E. coli proteins are co-purified with the fusion protein? 

Two categories of native proteins from E. coli can potentially be co-purified with the fusion 

protein. The first is the native KDPGal aldolase and FkpA prtoeins of E. coli and the second is 

some intrinsic E. coli proteins that naturally interact with the fusion components. 

To address the above question, an E. coli strain with the native KDPGal aldolase and FkpA 

genes being knocked out was engineered. More specifically, the E. coli BL21(DE3) strain was 

used as a base strain and the two genes of KDPGal aldolase and FkpA were knocked out from 

the base strain. The resulting strain BL21(DE3)ΔdgoAΔfkpA still maintains the capability to 

induce protein overexpression by the T7 promoter, but lacks the intrinsic proteins that were the 

components of the fusion protein. Overexpression of the fusion protein in the double-knockout 

strain avoided the possibility that the intrinsic proteins “poison” the assembly of the fusion 

protein. However, the fusion protein purified from the double-knockout BL21(DE3) strain 

showed no difference to the initial experiments, both on the SEC chromatogram and the native 

PAGE. 

Although the double-knockout E. coli strain ruled out the possibility that the native 

components are the cause of the heterogeneous assemblies, it didn’t rule out the possibility that 
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native proteins other than the fusion components can associate with the fusion protein 

overexpressed in E. coli. However, the amount of the protein being co-purified seemed to be 

quite high, as judged by the SDS-PAGE. It is unlikely that an intrinsic protein would have such 

high expression level. One possibility was that the band with higher molecular weight was the 

dimeric form of the ATC fusion protein. But it seemed that boiling did not promote the 

dissociation of the dimeric form. (As seen in section 2.1.3 and Figure 2.4, boiling is an effective 

way to dissociate strong interaction interfaces)  

Taken together, these potential problems can be avoided by overexpressing the fusion protein 

in an orthogonal bacterial strain (such as Bacillus species [49]). On the other hand, it was found 

that when the fusion protein was overexpressed at 37°C, rather than at 18°C, the band with 

higher molecular weight disappeared. Also, the amounts of overexpressed proteins are generally 

much higher (usually order-of-magnitude higher) than intrinsic proteins in E. coli, the purified 

fusion protein should be dominant over the co-purified proteins, if there is any. With that 

assumption the following experiments were carried out in the wild-type E. coli BL21(DE3) strain. 

One possible caused for the multiple bands on the native PAGE was that, similar to what was 

observed in the Padilla Cage (Chapter 2), some residues from the fusion components interfered 

with the helix linker. However, inspection of a theoretical, idealized model of this cubic cage 

showed no potential residues that might clash with the linker. 

The linker used in the initial construct of this cubic cage was adopted from the structurally 

verified Padilla Cage. I suspected that the linker might not be optimal for this new fusion 

construct, so I tested several different linker sequences (Table 3.2). The initial construct (helix-

linker 1, HL1) was ALEA, which is part of the Padilla Cage linker KALEAQKQK. The second 

helix linker (HL2) was designed based on the fact that the HL1 contained multiple hydrophobic 
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residues exposed to solvent, which might cause unstable local helix conformation. The 

hydrophobic residues were mutated to more hydrophilic residues in helix-linker 2. The helix-

linker 3 incorporated part of the Padilla Cage linker (QKQK) and replaced some residues to 

fulfill potential electrostatic interactions based on the (i, i+3) periodicity of the helix linker. The 

helix-linker 4 simply replaced most of the residues to alanine, which has the highest helix 

propensity based on textbook. And helix-linker 5 was based on recent researches that ER/K-rich 

helix segment was proposed to be more resilient than other sequences in solution [50, 51]. 

 

ATC-HL1 VQLALEADDQ 
ATC-HL2 AQKAKEADDQ 
ATC-HL3 QKQKEQRQDQ 
ATC-HL4 AAAAAAAADQ 
ATC-HL5 EEKKKQQEEQ 

 
Table 3.2 Various linker sequences for the ATC fusion protein. The linker and the flanking 
region are shown. The linker is underlined and the residues that were changed from the initial 
sequence are highlighted in red. 
 

Each of the five constructs bearing different helix-linkers was overexpressed in E. coli 

BL21(DE3) strain, purified and characterized. ATC-HL4 was totally insoluble and hence was not 

further characterized. This specific construct, together with the observation made in a Padilla 

variant bearing alanine-rich helix linker (section 2.1.2), showed that alanine residue is not a good 

candidate for constructing helix linkers for the helix-fusion strategy to build artificial protein 

assemblies. The discrepancy between my observation and the textbook predictions probably 

stems from the fact that the helix-forming propensity, as summarized in most textbooks, are 

measured based on short peptides dissolved in various solvents (sometimes organic solvents), 

while in a protein context the knowledge gained from short peptides can not be directly 

translated. 
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The ATC-HL2 construct displayed totally different behavior than the ATC-HL1 construct. 

The SDS-PAGE still showed two protein species with different molecular weight being purified, 

when the bacterial culture was overexpressed at 18°C. However, the native PAGE of the purified 

fusion protein showed five discrete bands, instead of two as observed in ATC-HL1. The SEC 

chromatogram showed that a major portion of the fusion protein formed assemblies eluted at 

void volume, with some overlapping smaller assemblies eluted as shoulder peak of the void peak 

(Figure 3.8). 

 

Figure 3.8 Size exclusion profile (A) and native PAGE (B) of ATC-HL2 
 

The ATC-HL3 construct showed yet another different behavior. The SDS PAGE of this 

fusion protein showed that a single band corresponding to the fusion protein was purified by 

IMAC even when the fusion protein was overexpressed at 18°C. The SEC chromatogram was 

also very different from those of ATC-HL1 and ATC-HL2 (Figure 3.9). A major peak, 

corresponding to a molecular weight of ~620 kDa based on the standard curve, was observed 

with some minor assemblies species shown as shoulder peaks of the major peak. Most 

interestingly, the native PAGE showed one major, smeary band (and one minor sharp band, 
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which might be caused by the stacking gel). The molecular weight of 620 kDa corresponded to 

~20 ATC-HL3 monomers, which was close to the intended assemblies of 24 monomers packed 

into a cubic shape. And the major smeary band on native PAGE indicated that a major species of 

assemblies, which was in equilibrium with other minor assembly species, existed in solution. 

 

 

Figure 3.9 SEC profile (A) and native PAGE (B) of ATC-HL3 
 

 

ATC-HL5 was somewhat similar to the ATC-HL3 construct. The SEC chromatogram 

showed a major peak at the same retention time as the major peak of ATC-HL3, corresponding 

to an assembly of 20 monomers. However, the shoulder peaks were more obvious in the case of 

ATC-HL5. The native PAGE of ATC-HL5 showed distinct feature as compared to ATC-HL3 

(Figure 3.10). Three discrete bands closely located on the gel were observed, indicating that this 

construct probably formed three stable assemblies that are close in molecular weight in solution, 

as opposed to the fast-equilibrating assembly species in ATC-HL3. 
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Figure 3.10 SEC profile (A) and native PAGE (B) of ATC-HL5 
 

It was amazing to observe that changes in helix linkers resulted in a series of ATC variants 

that behaved very differently in size-exclusion chromatography and native PAGE. This 

highlighted the need for a systematic optimization procedure for selecting the helix linker. 

Before a robust optimization procedure is in place, an array of helix-linkers should always be 

tested for each new fusion system. Out of the five helix-linkers tested for ATC cage, ATC-HL3 

displayed the most preferable features and hence this construct was selected for crystallization. 

Initial crystallization screens gave several crystal hits that were very cubic in shape (Figure 3.11). 

However, these crystal hits were all very small and yielded no observable x-ray diffractions. 

Large-scale crystal optimization failed to reproduce these crystals, except that in one condition 

several large crystals grew six months after the crystallization tray was set up. These large 

crystals only diffracted to less than 10Å resolution and thus structural analysis was not possible. 
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Figure 3.11 Crystal images of ATC-HL3. (A) Several hits of ATC-HL3 crystals were obtained, 
crystals on the left were ~10 micrometer in size. (B) In one condition, large crystal grew after six 
months. 
 

Crystal seeding from these large crystals is a potential way to grow fresh crystals of ATC-

HL3, which can potentially give molecular structure information. However, the SEC profile and 

native PAGE portrayed a fusion protein that does not form a homogeneous and stable assembly. 

It is preferable to find out the potential structural defects from the ideal theoretical model, like 

what has been done in Padilla Cage, before more effort is directed to crystallization. A 

homogeneous and stable assembly is also required before further biophysical characterizations 

can be carried out. It is especially important to achieve homogeneity and stability if the design 

protein assembly is to be used for other applications, such as assisted crystallization, vaccine 

display and drug delivery. 
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3.3 Metal-ion induced assemblies	  	  

 

In this section, an effort to construct an inducible protein cage assembly is described. The 

construct was based on a metal-inducible trimer and a stable dimer. The trimeric domain is an 

engineered cytochrome c that forms trimer only when nickel ions are present (PDB ID: 3DE9) 

[52]. The dimeric domain is a stable dimer with unknown function from Pseudomonas 

aeruginosa (PDB ID: 3KAW). The design program (see Chapter 5) showed that this pair of 

protein could be fused by a helix linker of seven residues to form a tetrahedral cage, with 

geometry of 53.32° and 0.39Å between the two symmetry axes. 

The fusion protein was constructed and overexpressed in E. coli BL21(DE3). Large amount 

of this fusion protein could be purified from the lysed bacterial cells by IMAC purification. It 

was found that, as expected, this fusion protein formed a stable fusion-protein dimer when no 

metal ions were present in the size-exclusion running buffer. When nickel ions were added to the 

size-exclusion buffer, the fusion protein started for form heterogeneous assemblies. I realized 

that the histidine tag that I included in the protein construct would interfere with the nickel-

induced assembly, so a construct of this fusion protein without a histidine tag was made, purified 

by ion-exchange chromatography, combined with size-exclusion purification. It was found in the 

purified protein sample that the assemblies induced by nickel ions were still heterogeneous, even 

when the histidine tag was not present in the fusion protein. 

It was reported in the literature that metal-induced protein oligomerizations were not very 

specific [53]. For example, charged residues on the protein surface can easily trigger non-

specific protein oligomerization through metal ions. The energy landscape of the metal-induced 

oligomerization is hence very shallow. In this case the intended trimeric oligomer might easily 
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convert to other oligomeric species on the shallow energy landscape. Despite the heterogeneous 

assemblies observed for this fusion protein, crystallization trials were carried out with the hope 

that the correct assembly can be captured among the fast inter-converting species. However, 

none crystals were obtained using various commercial crystallization kits. The reason for this 

might be that the non-specific metal-induced interactions might lead to irregular aggregates that 

are much more energetically stable than crystals. 

 

 

3.4 Ddc cage	  

	  

In this section a helix-fusion based new system for a large dodecahedral cage with icosahedral 

symmetry was designed, constructed and tested. The components chosen to be fused were 

cystathionine beta-synthase domain from Shewanella oneidensis and IcaR, a repressor of the 

TetR family from Staphylococcus epidermidis. The structure of the cystathionine beta-synthase 

domain (CBS domain; PDB ID: 3KXR), solved by the Midwest Center for Structural Genomics, 

is annotated by PISA to be trimeric. And the IcaR protein structure (PDB ID: 2ZCM), solved by 

another independent research group, was reported to be dimeric by both PISA and the 

researchers [54]. My design programs (Chapter 5) determined that by placing the trimeric CBS 

domain at the N-terminal and the IcaR protein at the C-terminal of the fusion protein, with a 

linker of three residues, the geometry of the fusion protein could achieve 21.8° and 0.11Å 

between the two symmetric axes. These values are very close to the ideal values of 20.9° and 

intersection (0Å). Successful assembly of this fusion protein would lead to a cage containing 60 
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monomers and the molecular weight of the cage would be 60 x 43.5kDa = 2610 kDa. For the 

sake of simplicity, the fusion protein is referred to as Ddc cage (Dodecahedral cage) hereafter. 

The fusion protein was cloned, overexpressed in E. coli, purified and characterized. The Ddc 

fusion protein was very soluble and large quantity could be purified from E. coli. The purified 

protein sample, however, turned white very quickly after purification. The size-exclusion 

chromatogram showed two peaks, one smaller peak at the void volume and one larger peak at 

~150 kDa. The major peak corresponded to an assembly of ~ 3-4 monomers, while the minor 

peak located at the void volume could potentially be the correct assembly (The size-exclusion 

column Superdex200 has a dynamic range between 10 kDa and 600 kDa). The purified Ddc 

fusion protein was further characterized by native PAGE. The fractions from the SEC were 

analyzed on a native PAGE. The minor peak located at the void volume did not enter the gel 

while the major peak formed a single, smeary band (Figure 3.12). 

 

Figure 3.12 SEC profile (A) and native PAGE (B) of Ddc cage 
 

The trimeric CBS domain was annotated to be part of a magnesium transporter and in the 

crystal structure chloride ions were present as an integral part of the structure, so the SEC and 

native PAGE were carried out in the presence of these ions to test if it could change the assembly 
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profile of Ddc cage. Also one potential issue was that the theoretical isoelectric point (pI) of the 

Ddc fusion protein was 4.68, which might cause the monomers to be too negatively charged for 

assembly. The addition of 50mM magnesium chloride to the purified Ddc fusion protein did not 

make any difference on the SEC chromatogram and native PAGE. Reducing the pH of the buffer 

(to decrease the net negative charge of the fusion protein in solution) also had no effect on the 

behavior of Ddc fusion protein on both SEC chromatogram and native PAGE, while the protein 

sample precipitated easily at lower pH. 

In the design program (Chapter 5), the oligomeric states of the components of the Ddc fusion 

protein were obtained from the PISA server for both the trimeric CBS domain and the dimeric 

IcaR; in the case of IcaR, an existing report [54] further supported the prediction of PISA. To 

determine experimentally if the oligomeric states of the two components were as reported by 

PISA, I sub-cloned the two components domains and tested them separately. The purified IcaR 

protein showed as dimer, based on the standard curve, on the size-exclusion chromatogram 

(Figure 3.13B). The dimeric state of the IcaR is thus consistent with what was reported by PISA 

and literature. However, the putative trimeric CBS domain was found to be mainly in the pellet 

during purification and the portion that could be purified was a soluble aggregate that eluted at 

the void volume, with two minor peaks corresponding to the molecular weight of hexamers and 

trimers (Figure 3.13A). Hence it is clear that this design failed because of the wrongly annotated 

oligomeric state of the trimeric domain, which was made solely by the PISA server. By further 

inspecting the structure of the CBS domain, it was found that this structure has a dimeric 

interface that is conserved among homologous proteins, in addition to the trimeric interface 

predicted by PISA. Based on the SEC result (Figure 3.13), it is likely that both interfaces are 

present in the structure and hence the majority of the protein forms aggregate. 
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Figure 3.13 Size-exclusion profiles of the component domains, CBS domain (A) and IcaR (B), 
of the Ddc cage 
 

 

 

3.5 Conclusion	  

 

In this Chapter, I attempted to make four new helix-fusion based protein cages, which led to 

different levels of success. The single factor that undermined the successful assemblies of these 

designed proteins the most is the wrongly annotated oligomeric states by PISA. In section 3.1, 

the two components of the 2ARH-3KAW cage were crystallized by two different structural 

genomics centers and PISA was the only source about the oligomeric states. The annotated dimer 

(PDB ID: 3KAW) was observed in the crystal structure of the fusion protein while the trimer 

(PDB ID: 2ARH) was disrupted and formed dimers instead. PISA predicts the oligomeric states 

based on crystal structures. If a protein has multiple oligomeric states and only one of these 

states is captured in a crystal structure, then PISA will be missing the other oligomeric states. In 

section 3.4, the Ddc cage contains a dimeric component (PDB ID: 2ZCM) that was annotated by 

PISA and another independent research group, and a trimeric component that was annotated by 
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PISA alone. Characterization of the component domains showed that the dimeric domain 

behaved as annotated, while the trimeric domain was mainly aggregate (with very small portion 

forming trimers and hexamers). 

The annotations by PISA are solely based on physical-chemical principles and the crystal 

structures [55]. As claimed by the original article describing PISA, the authors reported an 

80~90% success rate, depending on different oligomeric states [55]. However, because the helix-

fusion strategy requires that both components to be annotated correctly, the chance that one gets 

correct annotations for both trimers and dimers can be as low as 64% (80% x 80%). So 

information from PISA alone seems not to be a good starting point for designing helix-fusion 

based assemblies (see Table 3.3 below). In this context, a manually annotated protein oligomer 

database, such as 3Dcomplex [56], might be a better choice for this purpose. A manually 

annotated database would not be updated very frequently and hence one could not benefit from 

the fast growing Protein Data Bank. However, by using a high quality database as an input for 

the design procedure one can avoid the drawback from false positives. 

 

Table 3.3 Comparison of annotation of PISA, literature and crystal structures observed in my 
work 
	   Dimeric	  component	   Trimeric	  component	  
	   PISA	   Literature	   Observed	   PISA	   Literature	   Observed	  
Padilla	  cage	   1	   2	   2	  and	  1	   3	   3	   3	  
2ARH-‐3KAW	  cage	   2	   n/a	   2	   3	   n/a	   2	  
Ddc	  Cage	   2	   2	   n/a	   3	   n/a	   n/a	  
	  

	  
Another drawback by using PISA is false negatives, as highlighted in the table above. The 

dimeric component of the structurally validated Padilla cage was reported to be monomeric by 
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PISA. If the PISA data were used in design process of the original article describing the helix-

fusion strategy [11], this specific fusion design would be missed. 

All in all, a manually annotated database is probably a better choice as a source for the helix-

fusion strategy. If the PISA data is intended to be used for the design procedure, the selected 

design targets need to be verified and supported by an independent research report. At the least, 

if literature is not available for a specific component protein, experimental verification of the 

oligomeric states by size-exclusion chromatography is definitely needed before the fusion 

protein is produced and characterized. 

A second cause of unsuccessful assembly of designed fusion proteins is the sub-optimal 

sequence of the helix linker, as revealed in section 5.2. Changes in the helix linker can result in 

dramatic change of the protein behavior in solution, as seen in the ATC cages. An optimal helix 

linker is most likely case-dependent and so a systematic framework for optimization is needed if 

the helix-fusion strategy is to be used routinely. The optimization framework will benefit from a 

good selection strategy, akin to those used in directed evolution experiments. 
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CHAPTER 4  

Engineering artificial protein assemblies by creating 

chimeric proteins bearing two natural interaction interfaces 

 

 

In this Chapter I describe the effort to design protein cages based on the strategy outlined in 

Chapter 1.2.2. The major difference between this chimeric protein based method and the helix-

fusion method is that the end products of the chimeric-protein strategy are single-domain 

proteins, while the helix-fusion strategy generates two-domain proteins connected by helix 

linkers. In this strategy, the orientations between the two natural interaction interfaces are held 

by common protein folds, instead of long helix linkers. In a sense, this can be viewed as 

generating chimeric proteins by homologous recombination. Eight potential targets were 

identified from the PISA dataset and tested experimentally. The table in the following page 

summaries the targets that were tested, including their parent PDB files, the biological functions 

of the parent proteins, and the geometric relationship between the symmetry axes. Further, 

dataset from the 3Dcomplex database was also included and the results are also presented. 
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Table 4.1 Targets for the chimeric-protein based method, based on the PISA dataset. Q-score is a 
normalized parameter describing the similarity between two protein folds, with 1 as the most 
similar and 0 as the most dissimilar.

C2-C3 

No. Angle Dist. Geometry Contacts Dimer Trimer Q-score Function 

398 60.23 3.04 Tetrahedron 0 2BPE 1HUP 0.4957 Sugar binding 
protein 

509 36.53 1.13 Cube 0 2HE9 2OSE 0.5327 Protein prolyl 
isomerase 

825 46.06 0.92 Tetrahedron 
/ Cube 0 3E5H 3K8Y 0.7453 Ras/Rab, small 

GTPase 

722 50.99 0.11 Tetrahedron 138 2Z17 3O46 0.619 PDZ domain 

692 43.91 1.98 Tetrahedron 
/ Cube 85 2W7R 3O46 0.6432 PDZ domain 

         

C2-C4 

No. Angle Dist. Geometry Contacts Dimer Tetra-
mer Q-score Function 

35 51.11 7.1 Octahedron 0 2PBR 1Y63 0.3021 Kinase 

27 42.67 11.74 Octahedron 0 2CCJ 1Y63 0.3168 Kinase 
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4.1 Target 398 

 

The native trimeric parent of target 398 is human mannose binding protein carbohydrate binding 

domain (PDB ID: 1HUP) [57] and the native dimeric parent is murine protein dectin-1, which 

binds beta-glucan on fungal pathogens (PDB ID: 2BPE) [58]. As can been seen from table 4.1, 

this target has a geometry close to forming a tetrahedral cage. The trimeric interface mainly 

involves a N-terminal helix segment that is not present in the dimeric parent protein (Figure 4.1). 

So the strategy was to graft the N-terminal helix segment onto the dimeric protein. Also, 

neighboring residues that interact with the helix in the native trimeric context were identified and 

the corresponding residues on the dimeric scaffold were mutated to maintain the orientation of 

the helix segment. 

 

 

Figure 4.1 Parent proteins of target 398. (A) Overlay showing the relation between the trimeric 
parent (green) and the dimeric parent (cyan) when superimposed by one monomer. (B) Close-up 
of the superimposed monomers, showing the same fold of these two proteins. The symmetric 
axes are shown in corresponding colors. 
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The chimeric protein was cloned, sequence verified and overexpressed in E. coli BL21(DE3). 

The overexpressed chimeric protein appeared to be insoluble in the bacterial cells. An attempt to 

change the position of the His-tag, or even completely remove the tag did not improve the 

solubility. Because in the original report the trimeric parent protein was being refolded from 

inclusion bodies and also because of the possibility that imperfect geometry can cause the 

chimeric protein prone to aggregate, I proceeded to refold the chimeric protein. More than a 

hundred attempts, with various buffer components and refolding protocols, were made in a 

period of six month to refold this chimeric protein; however, none was successful.  

A potential reason that the chimeric protein was not soluble was that there are three pairs of 

disulfide bonds in the dimeric scaffold. The disulfide bonds can be essential for maintaining the 

overall folding, but the reducing environment in bacterial cells can prevent the formation of these 

disulfide bonds. I hence tried three different approaches to induce the formation of the disulfide 

bonds in E. coli BL21(DE3). The first involved fusing the chimeric protein with a signal peptide 

that targets proteins to the oxidizing periplasmic space. And the second was to fuse the chimeric 

protein with DsbC, an E. coli protein that was proved to be capable of aiding the formation of 

disulfide bonds within the cytoplasm. A third approach involved the use of a specialized E. coli 

strain called Origami(DE3), which has two genes, thioredoxin reductase trxB and glutathione 

reductase gor, mutated to convert the cytoplasm to a less reducing environment [59]. This was 

combined with fusing the chimeric protein to thioredoxin, which proved to help the formation of 

disulfide binds in some cases [60]. However, all three approaches yielded no detectable soluble 

chimeric protein. 

In retrospect, the refolding attempt was not a clever move; the chance that designed protein 

sequences do not fold is really high. Refolding experiments should be conducted with caution for 
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designed proteins and extensive refolding attempts, such as that were done in this section, should 

be avoided. 

 

 

4.2 Target 509 

 

The native trimeric parent of target 509 is cyclophilin from Mimivirus (PDB ID: 2OSE) [61] and 

the dimeric parent is peptidylprolyl isomerase domain of the human NK-tumor recognition 

protein (PDB ID: 2HE9). This target has geometry close to the ideal values of forming a cube 

and the Q-score indicated that the two parent proteins have descent structural similarity (higher 

than the target 398 of previous section). These two factors, good geometry and higher structural 

similarity, made this target more likely to work than target 398. 

 

Figure 4.2 Parent proteins of target 509. (A) Overlay showing the relation between the trimeric 
parent (green) and the dimeric parent (cyan) when superimposed by one monomer. (B) Close-up 
of the superimposed monomers, showing the same fold of these two proteins. The symmetric 
axes are shown in corresponding colors. 
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Through analyzing the native dimeric and trimeric interfaces, it was found that, unlike that 

target 398, the residues involved in either interfaces are scattered throughout the whole 

sequences. To design a chimeric protein that possesses residues involved in both interfaces, a 

sequence alignment based procedure was developed (Figure 4.3). First, a sequence alignment 

between the trimeric parent and the dimeric parent was made. Then the residues involved in the 

interaction interfaces were identified and highlighted in the sequence alignment. If two residues 

forming the same interaction interface are not interrupted by residues forming the other interface, 

then the intervening residues are classified into the same group. Finally, the segmented groups 

are joined by evenly distributing the unclassified residues. 

A second approach to design the chimeric protein sequence was also introduced (Figure 4.4). 

This method takes into account the three-dimensional (3D) structures of the parent proteins. First, 

the interface residues are identified and highlighted on the 3D structures. The residues forming 

interaction interfaces can be clustered into patches on the surface of the native parent protein. 

Because the two parent proteins share the same structural fold, they can be superimposed on top 

of each other. To divide the residues that are not directly involved in interaction, secondary 

structures, such as alpha helixes and beta sheets, were used to set the border between the two 

groups. The border was chosen to be at the middle of the secondary structures located in between 

the two patches of the interaction residues. Secondary structures have regular conformations, so 

it’s advantageous to set the border at the middle of the secondary structures. The idea is that 

although the underlying sequences are from different sources, they might have the tendency to 

form the same secondary structure as seen in the common fold of the two parent proteins and can 

be joined seamlessly. This method is referred to as structure-based design hereafter, while the 

design method described in the previous paragraph is referred to as sequence-based design. 
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(A) 
 

2OSE NPRVYMDIVLNNEIIGRLQIKLFRDAFPAGVENFVQLTNGKTYRVNSNGTGKYKYNRHIN 
2HE9 SPQCHFDIEINREPVGRIMFQLFSDICPKTCKNFLCLCSGE------KGLGKTTGKK--- 
 
2OSE RTYEGCKFHNVLHNNYIVSGDIYNSNGSSAGTVYCDEPIPPVFGDYF------YPHESKG 
2HE9 LCYKGSTFHRVVKNFMIQGGDFSEGNGKGGESIY---------GGYFKDENFILKHDRAF 
 
2OSE LLSLVPYTDESGNRYYDSTFMITLDDIRPSNVLDELDRDQVVIGQVYGGLDVLDKINSMI 
2HE9 LLSMA----NRGKHTNGSQFFIT---TKPAPHLDGV---HVVFGLVISGFEVIEQIENLK 
 
2OSE KPYAGRKYPTFSIGKCGA 
2HE9 TDAASRPYADVRVIDCGV 
	  

(B) 
	  
2OSE NPRVYMDIVLNNEIIGRLQIKLFRDAFPAGVENFVQLTNGKTYRVNSNGTGKYKYNRHIN 
2HE9 SPQCHFDIEINREPVGRIMFQLFSDICPKTCKNFLCLCSGE------KGLGKTTGKK--- 
 
2OSE RTYEGCKFHNVLHNNYIVSGDIYNSNGSSAGTVYCDEPIPPVFGDYF------YPHESKG 
2HE9 LCYKGSTFHRVVKNFMIQGGDFSEGNGKGGESIY---------GGYFKDENFILKHDRAF 
 
2OSE LLSLVPYTDESGNRYYDSTFMITLDDIRPSNVLDELDRDQVVIGQVYGGLDVLDKINSMI 
2HE9 LLSMA----NRGKHTNGSQFFIT---TKPAPHLDGV---HVVFGLVISGFEVIEQIENLK 
 
2OSE KPYAGRKYPTFSIGKCGA 
2HE9 TDAASRPYADVRVIDCGV 
	  

(C) 
	  
2OSE NPRVYMDIVLNNEIIGRLQIKLFRDAFPAGVEN|FVQLTNGKTYRVNSNGTGKYKYNRHIN 
2HE9 SPQCHFDIEINREPVGRIMFQLFSDICPKTCKN|FLCLCSGE------KGLGKTTGKK--- 
 
2OSE RTYEGCKFHNVLHNNYIVSGD|IYNSNGSSAGTVYCDEPIPPVFGDYF------YPHESKG 
2HE9 LCYKGSTFHRVVKNFMIQGGD|FSEGNGKGGESIY---------GGYFKDENFILKHDRAF 
 
2OSE L|LSLVPYTDESGNRYYDSTFMITLDDIRPSNVLDELDRDQVVIGQVYGGLDVLDKINSMI 
2HE9 L|LSMA----NRGKHTNGSQFFIT---TKPAPHLDGV---HVVFGLVISGFEVIEQIENLK 
 
2OSE KPYAGRKYPTFSIGKCGA 
2HE9 TDAASRPYADVRVIDCGV 
 

Figure 4.3 Sequence-based design method for constructing a chimeric protein for target 509. (A) 
The residues involved in oligomerization were first identified and highlighted on the sequence 
alignement. Trimeric interface is highlighted in green and dimeric interface is highlighted in 
cyan. (B) If two residues forming the same interaction interface are not interrupted by residues 
forming the other interface on the alignment, then the intervening residues are classified into the 
same group. (C) Finally, the unclassified residues are evenly distributed between the two 
sequences. The switch points are shown as vertical bars. 
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Figure 4.4 Structure-based design method for constructing a chimeric protein for target 509. (A) 
The interaction residues are identified and mapped onto the common fold of the two parent 
proteins. Residues involved in trimeric interaction are colored in green and residues involved in 
the dimeric interaction are colored in cyan. Symmetric axes are shown and colored accordingly. 
(B) The residues that are not directly involved in forming interaction interfaces are divived based 
on the vicinity to either interaction interface. The border is chosen to be at the middle of 
secondary structures. 

 

Both designs were cloned, sequence verified and overexpressed in E. coli BL21(DE3). The 

expression level was quite high for both designs; however, both designs were insoluble. 

Refolding from inclusion body was attempted briefly for both designs. It was found that tiny 

amount of protein could be recovered from the inclusion body of the structure-based design. 

However, the refolded protein precipitated quickly after the refolding procedure. By using 

phosphate-based buffer, the refolded protein seemed to stay in solution longer than in the 

original Tris-based buffer, and was able to be analyzed by gel electrophoresis. However, when 

the sample was tested on native PAGE, it appeared as a smeary, faint and broad distribution, 

rather than a defined band. Further, this sample could not be concentrated; presumably because 
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the protein does not fold well and the exposed hydrophobic core interact strongly with the 

membrane of the concentrating device. Also, the residual sample from the concentrating 

procedure can no longer enter the native PAGE; presumably the concentrating procedure turned 

the mal-folded protein into an even worse conformation. 

Rosetta [19] was used to optimize the structure-based design to stabilize the protein folding. 

Thirteen mutations were suggested by Rosetta (Figure 4.5), and the modified protein sequence 

was cloned and overexpressed. However, the Rosetta-optimized design was as insoluble as the 

original structure-based design and the refolded protein did not show improved properties on 

native PAGE. 

 

 

Figure 4.5 Rosetta-based optimization of target 509. The trimeric interface (green) and dimeric 
intrerface (cyan) are mapped onto the common protein fold of target 509. The Rosetta-optimized 
residues are colored in orange. 
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4.3 Target 825 

 

The trimeric parent of target 825 is human H-Ras GTPase (PDB ID: 3K8Y) [62] and the dimeric 

parent is human Rab28 GTPase (PDB ID: 3E5H) [63]. This target has a suboptimal geometry; 

especially the angle of 46.06° is right between the angles of a cube and of a tetrahedron. 

However, the high Q-score indicated that the trimeric parent and the dimeric parents have high 

structural similarity, which can be beneficial for creating a well-folded chimeric protein (Figure 

4.6).  

 

Figure 4.6 Parent proteins of target 825. (A) Overlay showing the relation between the trimeric 
parent and the dimeric parent when superimposed by one monomer. (B) Close-up of the 
superimposed monomers, showing the same fold of these two proteins. The symmetric axes are 
shown in corresponding colors. 
 

The approach used to design a chimeric sequence for target 825 was by using the trimeric 

parent (PDB ID: 3K8Y) as a starting sequence and change all the corresponding residues of the 

dimeric interface to the sequence of the dimeric parent (PDB ID: 3E5H). This is equivalent of 

introducing 17 point-mutations onto the sequence of the native trimer (total protein length: 166). 
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This approach is possible because the similarity between the native trimer and dimer is very high, 

with a Q-score of 0.7453. 

The designed sequence was cloned, overexpressed in E. coli BL21(DE3) and purified. The 

construct was very soluble and significant amount of the chimeric protein could be recovered 

from bacterial culture. However, when characterized on a size-exclusion column, it was 

determined that the chimeric protein was monomeric (Figure 4.7). One possibility that this 

chimeric protein didn’t form the designed assembly was that both parent proteins were 

crystallized with GTP analog to lock both proteins in active conformation and also various metal 

ions (Mg2+ and Ca2+) were present in the crystal structures. So the GTP analog and various ions 

were added to the purified protein sample and the size-exclusion running buffer to test if they 

trigger the assembly of the chimeric porotein. However, no additives were able to significantly 

change the SEC profile. 

 

Figure 4.7 Size-exclusion chromatogram of target 825. The major peak has a calculated 
molecular weight of ~19 kDa, which is close to the monomeric chimeric protein (~21 kDa) 
 

Another reason that the chimeric protein did not assemble was the wrongly annotated 

oligomeric states of the two parent proteins. PISA predicted the trimeric parent forms a stable 

trimer with a ΔGint of -122.2 kcal/mol and the dimeric parent also forms a stable dimer with ΔGint 
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of -41 kcal/mol. However, both parent proteins were carefully studied by two groups of 

researchers; in the research articles both parent proteins were referred to as monomer [62, 63].  

This case study again highlights the problem of relying on an automatic system for large-

scale annotation of protein oligomeric states, as have been seen in Chapter 3. The PISA 

algorithm was derived from the physicochemical principles of molecular interaction [55]. The 

scoring function used in the algorithm might not be perfect and the principles that it was derived 

from might not be comprehensive. As mentioned in previous chapter, the authors of PISA 

algorithm claimed 80~90% accuracy. However, in this case both annotations were wrong 

(chance of having such combination should be lower than 4%, if the authors claim is true). Again, 

this highlights the importance of having a highly accurate, manually annotated database for the 

design of artificial assemblies from natural protein domains. And if data from PISA is to be used 

in the future, one has to find support from literature about the oligomeric states of the native 

proteins, or to verify the annotation experimentally before carrying out the design. 

 

 

4.4 Chimeric targets from 3Dcomplex database 

 

In addition to the targets generated by using PISA-annotated database, several design targets 

were obtained from a manually annotated protein oligomer database, 3Dcomplex [56]. Two 

targets were chosen to be tested experimentally. One of the targets showed some interesting and 

promising features.  

This interesting target from 3Dcomplex database has a trimeric parent of archeal adenylate 

kinase (PDB ID: 1NKS) [64] and a dimeric parent of a putative gluconate kinase from Bacillus 
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halodurans (PDB ID: 2BDT). The geometry of this target is close to forming a cube, with an 

angle of 40.9° and distance of 5.09Å (Figure 4.8). 

 

 

Figure 4.8 Parent proteins of the target from 3Dcomplex database. (A) Overlay showing the 
relation between the trimeric parent and the dimeric parent when superimposed by one monomer. 
(B) Close-up of the superimposed monomers, showing the same fold of these two proteins. The 
symmetric axes are shown in corresponding colors. 
 

Because the dimeric interface is formed by a continuous segment, the strategy to create a 

chimeric protein bearing both interfaces was to transplant the dimeric segment onto the trimeric 

protein (Figure 4.9). Initial experiment to graft the dimeric interface onto the trimeric parent 

showed that the chimeric protein was barely soluble. Small quantity of this chimeric protein 

could be purified from lysed bacterial culture, but the purified chimeric protein all precipitated 

out of solution overnight after the purification. This indicated that the chimeric protein was 

probably folded, but the folding was not stable. Below I describe various attempts and strategies 

to optimize this target. 
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Figure 4.9 Initial construct of the 3Dcomplex target. Fragments from the trimeric parent are 
colored in green and fragment from dimeric parent is colored in cyan. The numberings are 
adopted from the native parents. 
 

 

4.4.1 Optimization by Rosetta 

As an attempt to increase the folding stability of the chimeric protein, I used Rosetta [19] to 

optimize the protein sequence. The dimeric segment accounted for 52 residues of the 194 

residues in the chimeric protein and the trimeric parent protein was used as the scaffold, with the 

dimeric segment grafted onto the trimeric protein. An in silico model corresponded to this 

construct was built by the software Modeller [65]. Three additional constructs, optimized by the 

software Rosetta, were generated based on various design criteria during the modeling procedure. 

All the residues involved in the native trimeric and dimeric interactions were preserved and 

Rosetta was only allowed to modify residues between the dimeric segment and the trimeric 

scaffold. All four constructs were gene-synthesized by commercial service provider and 

sequence-verified. The synthesized constructs were then overexpressed in E. coli and purified. It 

turned out that the Rosetta optimized constructs did not improve the solubility (in most cases, it 

even decreased the solubility). 

An additional strategy was adopted to construct a chimeric protein. Instead of grafting a long 

stretch of dimeric segment onto the trimeric scaffold, the residues involved in the dimeric 

interaction were indentified and corresponding trimeric residues were replaced. This strategy 

also turned out to produce only insoluble protein. 
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4.4.2 Optimization by searching optimal dimeric segment 

In this section the boundary of the dimeric segment was optimized. The boundaries of the 

dimeric segment were varied and six different variants (Figure 4.10) were generated. After all six 

constructs were overexpressed and purified, it was found that one construct with a 30-residue 

dimeric segment was most soluble (construct no. 2 in Figure 4.10). This construct, although more 

soluble than other construct, still had a major portion ended up in the cell pellet after lysis. The 

pellet, not like the solid inclusion body that is characteristic of misfolded proteins, was very soft. 

Furthermore, the pellet was very dark (dark brown versus the usual pale brown of E. coli pellet), 

which was indicative of active enzymatic function. 

 

Figure 4.10 Six constructs with varied borders of the dimeric segment. Fragments from the 
trimeric parent are colored in green and fragment from dimeric parent is colored in cyan. The 
numberings are adopted from the native parents. 
  

To further improve the solubility, a model of the most soluble construct was built and bulky 

hydrophobic residues were identified for removal. By inspecting the model, three hydrophobic 
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residues, tryptophan residues 52 and 62 and tyrosine residue 98, were mutated to alanines to 

increase the solubility (Figure 4.11). These mutations significantly increased the solubility of the 

chimeric protein (Figure 4.12). It has to be noted that these mutations were not involved in either 

the trimeric or the dimeric interaction interfaces; they were located close to the interface between 

the dimeric segment and the trimeric scaffold, indicating a possible contribution to the folding 

stability of the chimeric protein. 

 

Figure 4.11 Three point mutations increased the solubility. It has to be noted that the three 
mutations need to be present at the same time to significantly improve the solubility. 

 
Figure 4.12 IMAC purification profile (A) and size-exclusion profile (B) after removing three 
bulky hydrophobic side-chains. (A) Before (red line) and after (blue line) mutating the three 
hydrophobic residues. Protein eluted as two peaks. Note that the extinction coefficient is much 
lower for the 3-residue mutant, but the absorbance is still higher. 
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This boundary-optimized, triple mutant of the chimeric protein was purified and tested by 

size exclusion chromatography. The size-exclusion chromatogram showed a major peak 

corresponded to the molecular weight of trimers (Figure 4.12). This indicated that the trimeric 

interface of the scaffold was preserved in the chimeric protein. However, the chimeric protein 

was not able to form dimeric interaction although a 30-residue dimeric segment was present. 

Although the chimeric protein did not form intended protein oligomer, it was of interest to find 

out why the dimeric interface was not functional. Since significant amount of protein could be 

purified, crystallization trials were carried out to grow diffraction-quality crystals. Hexagonal 

crystal plates with strong diffractions up to 3.5Å were obtained. However, these diffractions 

were extremely mosaic in one dimension and molecular structures could not be determined from 

these initial crystals. Further optimization of this crystal form will be needed to determine the 

structure. The structure can help provide answers to questions, such as whether the dimeric 

segment still forms the same conformation as in its native protein, and if so, why the dimeric 

interaction could not form in the chimeric protein. The molecular structure of this chimeric 

protein can provide valuable information for improvement. 

 

4.4.3 Design by considering positive design and negative design 

The strategy to graft a whole segment from the dimeric parent to the trimeric scaffold did not 

work as intended, so an alternative approach was conceived. In this alternative approach, the 

dimeric segment was used as a guide to generate point mutations on the trimeric parent to turn it 

into a self-assembling protein cage. As mentioned in section 4.4.1, simply converting residues on 

the trimeric parent to corresponding residues forming the dimeric interface did not yield soluble 
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protein. So an abstract method was developed to convert a surface patch on the trimeric protein 

into a dimer-engaging interface. 

On the surface of the trimeric parent (PDB ID: 1NKS), a surface patch that corresponds to 

the dimeric interface of the dimeric parent (PDB ID: 2BDT) was first identified. On this surface 

patch, residues of the native trimeric parent were closely scrutinized to see why it is not capable 

of forming a dimeric interface. Since the underlying protein fold is the same between the trimeric 

and dimeric parents, only side-chains need to be analyzed. It was found that six polar/charged 

residues on that surface patch were pointing toward the position where a dimeric partner was 

supposed to approach. These six residues are termed negatively designed residues (designed by 

Nature to prevent dimer formation) of the native trimeric parent (Figure 4.13). These residues 

were first mutated to alanines in a randomly combinatorial manner. Four constructs bearing 

randomly chosen alanine mutations of the six negatively designed residues were overexpressed 

and purified. When analyzed with size-exclusion chromatography, the four constructs showed 

profiles similar to each other, but totally different from the wild type (figure 4.14; for wild type, 

see Figure 4.15). These SEC profiles indicated that some level of self-assembling happened in 

these four constructs. These assemblies were likely triggered by the residual polar/charged 

residues of the native trimeric parent that were not mutated to alanines. It was intriguing that 

when all six polar/charged residues were preserved in the wild type no self-assembly could occur, 

but when some of these were removed it started to show some extent of self-assembly. It was 

even more striking that when all six residues were mutated to alanines, the self-assembly 

phenomenon disappeared; the construct bearing six alanine mutations appeared to be trimeric, as 

the wild type (Figure 4.15). 
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Figure 4.13 Six negatively designed residues on the native trimeric protein. A theoretical dimer 
partner (in transparent green) was generated based on the native dimeric protein. 

 

 

Figure 4.14 Size exclusion chromatograms of four constructs with some negatively designed 
residues mutated to alanine. 
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Figure 4.15 Size-exclusion chromatogram of the construct bearing six alanine mutations. 

 

After the six negatively designed residues were mutated to alanines, a second round of 

mutations were carried out. By inspecting the dimeric interface of the native dimeric parent, I 

found that two positions were quite conserved in the dimeric parent and its close homologs. 

These two positions (residues 47 and 79) were always occupied by large bulky amino acids, such 

as tyrosine, phenylalanine or methionine, and they distributed on the two corners of the 

elongated dimeric interface. So the corresponding residues on the six-alanine mutant of the 

trimeric parent were mutated to various bulky residues to test the importance of these two 

positions in forming the dimeric interface. It was found that when both residues were mutated to 

tyrosine (this mutant is referred to as 6Ala-YY), the construct started to form large assemblies. 

On the size-exclusion profile (Figure 4.16A), the peak corresponded to the trimeric peak 

(retention time at ~15 minutes) totally disappeared and a major peak corresponding to a 

molecular weight of 335 kDa emerged. This peak might corresponded to an assembly of twelve 

monomers (335 kDa / 22 kDa = 15.22 monomers) and a symmetric assembly that fits twelve 

monomers would be tetrahedral. Some larger assemblies could be observed on size-exclusion 
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profile, but the major peak could be isolated from the other peaks, as shown in re-

chromatography (Figure 4.16B). This also indicates that the assembly is stable. 

 

 

Figure 4.16 Size-exclusion chromatogram (A) and re-chromatogram (B) of 6Ala-YY. 
 

Since the major assembly could be separated from other assemblies and large amounts of this 

protein could be purified from bacterial cells, crystal trials were carried out to determine the 

structure of this assembly. Several crystal forms were optimized to yield high-quality diffractions 

and molecular structures were determined for two crystal forms. It was found that 6Ala-YY 

maintained its native fold in the crystal structures. However, no cage structure was observed in 

either crystal forms. Nonetheless, the two introduced tyrosine residues did engage in some 

interactions between neighboring molecules (Figure 4.17).  
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Figure 4.17 The designed dimeric interface engaged in an unintended interaction. By comparing 
to the intended interaction mode in Figure 4.13, the interaction is off by ~45° 

 

I suspected that the dimeric interface maintained by the two tyrosine-residues is rather weak 

and might not be able to be maintained during the harsh crystallization procedures. Thus, 

characterizations that are conducted in solution phase, in addition to the size-exclusion 

chromatography, are attempted. By using negative stain electron microscope, it was shown that 

6Ala-YY assembled into particles that are about 10 nm in diameter and some features of 

tetrahedral cages were observed (Figure 4.18).  

 

Figure 4.18 Negative-stained electron micrograph of 6Ala-YY. 
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CHAPTER 5  

Computer programs 

 

This Chapter is a collection of computer proteins that I wrote to aid the design process.  

 

 

 

5.1 A plug-in for generating theoretical protein cage models 

This is a Python script for visualizing theoretical models of protein assemblies from a user 

specified monomer, trimeric axis and dimeric axis (Figure 5.1). 

 

 

Figure 5.1 A theoretical model being generated from the plug-in. The theoretical model for the 
target 509 described in Chapter 4.2 is being generated by the PyMol plug-in.
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###############################  Program starts  ##################################### 
# Filename: dummy.py 
 
from Tkinter import * 
import tkSimpleDialog 
import tkMessageBox 
import tkColorChooser 
import tkFileDialog 
import sys 
import string, re 
from pymol import stored, cmd, selector 
import math 
from pymol.cgo import * 
from pymol.vfont import plain 
 
growth_number = 0 
i = 1 
new_mer_list = [] 
new_axis_list = [] 
register_axis_list = [] 
 
def __init__(self): 
    self.menuBar.addmenuitem('Plugin', 'command', 'Dummy', 
                             label = 'Dummy',  
                             command = lambda s = self: symDialog(s, 0)) 
 
def symDialog(app, mode): 
 
    monomer = tkSimpleDialog.askstring('Monomer', 
    'Enter object (the monomer):', parent=app.root) 
 
    Tri_axis = tkSimpleDialog.askstring('Axis', 
    'Enter TRIMER axis:\n(Gly residue that represnet the axis)', parent=app.root) 
 
    Di_axis = tkSimpleDialog.askstring('Axis', 
    'Enter DIMER axis:\n(Gly residue that represnet the axis)', parent=app.root) 
 
    tk = Tk() 
    frame = Frame(tk) 
    frame.pack() 
    app.grow = Button(frame, text="Grow", 
                          command = lambda : grow(monomer, Tri_axis, Di_axis)) 
    app.grow.pack(side=TOP) 
    #app.quit = Button( 
    #    frame, text="QUIT", fg="red", command=frame.quit 
    #    ) 
    #app.quit.pack(side=TOP) 
 
def grow(monomer, Tri_axis, Di_axis): 
    global growth_number 
    global i 
    global new_mer_list 
    global new_axis_list 
    global register_axis_list 
    colors = ["red", "orange", "yellow", "green", "blue", "purple", 
          "salmon", "grey", "pink", "teal", "brown", "br0", "aquamarine",  
          "deepolive", "dirtyviolet", "slate", "br4", "darksalmon", "br7", 
          "chocolate", "firebrick", "brightorange"] 
 
    if growth_number == 0: 
        cmd.hide("everything", monomer) 
        cmd.show("cartoon", monomer) 
        cmd.color(colors[growth_number%22], monomer) 
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        [origin, vector] = get_ori_vec(Tri_axis) 
 
        copy = "%s%02d" % ("copy", i) 
        axis = "%s%02d" % ("Di_axis", i) 
        new_mer_list.append(copy) 
        new_axis_list.append(axis) 
        register_axis_list.append(Tri_axis) 
        cmd.copy(copy, monomer) 
        cmd.cartoon("automatic", copy) 
        cmd.copy(axis, Di_axis) 
        i = i + 1 
 
        copy = "%s%02d" % ("copy", i) 
        axis = "%s%02d" % ("Di_axis", i) 
        new_mer_list.append(copy) 
        new_axis_list.append(axis) 
        register_axis_list.append(Tri_axis) 
        cmd.copy(copy, monomer) 
        cmd.copy(axis, Di_axis) 
        cmd.rotate(vector, 120, "all", 0, 0, copy, origin) 
        cmd.rotate(vector, 120, "all", 0, 0, axis, origin) 
        i = i + 1 
 
        copy = "%s%02d" % ("copy", i) 
        axis = "%s%02d" % ("Di_axis", i) 
        new_mer_list.append(copy) 
        new_axis_list.append(axis) 
        register_axis_list.append(Tri_axis) 
        cmd.copy(copy, monomer) 
        cmd.copy(axis, Di_axis) 
        cmd.rotate(vector, 240, "all", 0, 0, copy, origin) 
        cmd.rotate(vector, 240, "all", 0, 0, axis, origin) 
        i = i + 1 
 
        cmd.hide("everything", monomer) 
        cmd.hide("everything", Di_axis) 
 
    elif growth_number % 2 == 1: 
        buffer_mer_list = new_mer_list 
        buffer_axis_list = new_axis_list 
        buffer_register_axis_list = register_axis_list 
        new_mer_list = [] 
        new_axis_list = [] 
        register_axis_list = [] 
 
        for x in range(len(buffer_mer_list)): 
            [origin, vector] = get_ori_vec(buffer_axis_list[x]) 
 
            copy = "%s%02d" % ("copy", i) 
            axis = "%s%02d" % ("Di_axis", i) 
            new_mer_list.append(copy) 
            new_axis_list.append(axis) 
            register_axis_list.append(buffer_axis_list[x]) 
            cmd.copy(copy, buffer_mer_list[x]) 
            cmd.color(colors[growth_number%22], copy) 
            cmd.copy(axis, buffer_register_axis_list[x]) 
            cmd.rotate(vector, 180, "all", 0, 0, copy, origin) 
            cmd.rotate(vector, 180, "all", 0, 0, axis, origin) 
            i = i + 1 
 
    elif growth_number % 2 == 0: 
        print new_mer_list 
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        buffer_mer_list = new_mer_list 
        buffer_axis_list = new_axis_list 
        buffer_register_axis_list = register_axis_list 
        new_mer_list = [] 
        new_axis_list = [] 
        register_axis_list = [] 
 
        for x in range(len(buffer_mer_list)): 
            [origin, vector] = get_ori_vec(buffer_axis_list[x]) 
 
            copy = "%s%02d" % ("copy", i) 
            axis = "%s%02d" % ("Di_axis", i) 
            new_mer_list.append(copy) 
            new_axis_list.append(axis) 
            register_axis_list.append(buffer_axis_list[x]) 
            cmd.copy(copy, buffer_mer_list[x]) 
            cmd.color(colors[growth_number%22], copy) 
            cmd.copy(axis, buffer_register_axis_list[x]) 
            cmd.rotate(vector, 120, "all", 0, 0, copy, origin) 
            cmd.rotate(vector, 120, "all", 0, 0, axis, origin) 
            i = i + 1 
 
            copy = "%s%02d" % ("copy", i) 
            axis = "%s%02d" % ("Di_axis", i) 
            new_mer_list.append(copy) 
            new_axis_list.append(axis) 
            register_axis_list.append(buffer_axis_list[x]) 
            cmd.copy(copy, buffer_mer_list[x]) 
            cmd.color(colors[growth_number%22], copy) 
            cmd.copy(axis, buffer_register_axis_list[x]) 
            cmd.rotate(vector, 240, "all", 0, 0, copy, origin) 
            cmd.rotate(vector, 240, "all", 0, 0, axis, origin) 
            i = i + 1 
 
    cmd.zoom() 
    growth_number = growth_number + 1 
 
 
def get_ori_vec(axis): 
    axis_model = cmd.get_model(axis) 
    origin = [axis_model.atom[0].coord[0], axis_model.atom[0].coord[1], 
axis_model.atom[0].coord[2]] 
    point = [axis_model.atom[2].coord[0], axis_model.atom[2].coord[1], 
axis_model.atom[2].coord[2]] 
    vector = [point[0]-origin[0], point[1]-origin[1], point[2]-origin[2]] 
 
    return [origin, vector] 
 
###############################  Program ends  #######################################
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5.2 A set of scripts for generating helix-fusion based cages  

 

This section collects a set of small programs for screening plausible combination of natural 

protein trimers and dimers to generate large assemblies through helix-fusion strategy.  

 

 

5.2.1 Download script for PISA dataset 

PISA hosts a database for the oligomeric states of all available protein structures from the PDB. 

There is no massive download web page available on the PISA website. To download all dimers 

and trimers from the database, the following script is used. An input file containing a list of PDB 

IDs is required as an input. 

 
 
 
###############################  Program starts  ##################################### 
# Filename: getPISAcomplex.pl 
 
#!/usr/bin/perl 
 
while(<>){ 
 chomp; 
 $URL = "http://www.ebi.ac.uk/msd-srv/pisa/cgi-bin/multimer.pdb?"."$_".":1,1"; 
 $filename = "$_"."_PISA.pdb"; 
 system ("curl $URL -o $filename"); 
} 
 
###############################  Program ends  ####################################### 
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5.2.2 Secondary structure analysis of protein trimers and dimers to identify terminal 

helix segments 

After all oligomer structure files are downloaded from the PISA website, the program STRIDE 

[66] is used to analyze the protein secondary structure of trimers and dimers downloaded from 

PISA server. 

 
 
###############################  Program starts  ##################################### 
# Filename: run_stride.pl 
 
#!/usr/bin/perl 
 
while(<>){ 
 chomp; 
 my $input = "$_"."_PISA.pdb"; 
 my $output = "$_".".stride"; 
 my $command = "../stride/stride ../../../Dimer-
Trimer/Raw_files/Dimer_PISCES_PISAcomplex/"."$input -f"."$output"." -cA"; 
 
 system($command); 
} 
 
###############################  Program ends  ####################################### 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

After the secondary structures are analyzed, the following Perl script is used for classifying 

structures bearing N-terminal or C-terminal helix segments. This script can also filter the length 

of terminal helix. For terminal helixes with length longer than 30, the structures usually represent 

designed coiled-coil peptides. If these coiled-coil peptides are not filtered out at this stage, it will 

give hits that I am not interested at later stage. So I set the upper length cutoff to 30 by the 

statement: if(($+[0] - $-[0]) < 30). It can be removed if coiled-coil peptides are to be 

included at the later stage of dimer-trimer matching. 
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###############################  Program starts  ##################################### 
# Filename: classify.pl 
# Usage: echo Dimer_list | ./classify.pl > Dimer_N_Helix_list  
# Or:    echo Dimer_list | ./classify.pl > Dimer_C_Helix_list 
# Note: remember to comment out the corresponding block for either N’ or C’ helix 
# Trimers can be analyzed in similar fashion by replacing Dimer_list to Trimer_list 
 
#!/usr/bin/perl 
 
while(<>){ 
 chomp; 
 $PDB = "$_"; 
 $file = "$_".".stride"; 
 open FILE, $file or die "No such file"; 
 
 my @ASG=(); 
 while(<FILE>){ 
  chomp; 
  if($_ =~ /^ASG/){ 
   push(@ASG, $_); 
  } 
 } 
 
 my @field = (); 
 my $SecStr = ""; 
 my @Seq = (); 
 my $N_SecStr = ""; 
 my $C_SecStr = ""; 
 
 for($i=0; $i<$#ASG; $i++){ 
  @field = split(/\W+/, $ASG[$i]); 
  $SecStr = "$SecStr"."$field[5]"; 
  push(@Seq, $field[3]); 
 } 
 
 $N_SecStr = substr $SecStr, 0, 5; 
 $C_SecStr = substr $SecStr, -5, 5; 
 
# Comment out this or next block depending on whether N-terminal or C-terminal  
# helix segments are needed 
# This block is for N-terminal helix segments 
 if(length($SecStr) > 50){ 
 if($N_SecStr !~ m/E/ && $N_SecStr =~ m/H/){ 
  if($SecStr =~ m/(H{10,})/){ 
   if(($+[0] - $-[0]) < 30){ 
   if($-[0] < 5){  
   print "$PDB"."\t"; 
   print "$N_SecStr"."\t"; 
   print "$1"."\t"; 
   print "$Seq[$-[0]]"."\t"."$Seq[($+[0]-1)]"."\n"; 
   } 
   } 
  } 
 } 
 
# This block is for C-terminal helix segments 
# if($C_SecStr !~ m/E/ && $C_SecStr =~ m/H/){ 
#  if($SecStr =~ m/(H{10,})$/){ 
#   if(($+[0] - $-[0]) < 30){ 
#   if((length($SecSTR) - $+[0]) < 5){ 
#   print "$PDB"."\t"; 
#   print "$C_SecStr"."\t"; 
#   print "$1"."\t"; 
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#   print "$Seq[$-[0]]"."\t"."$Seq[($+[0]-1)]"."\n"; 
#   } 
#   } 
#  } 
# } 
 } 
} 
###############################  Program ends  ####################################### 

 
 
 
 
5.2.3 Generate symmetry axes for the selected PDB files 

After the list of trimers and dimers with proper terminal helix segments are generated by 

classify.pl, the PDB files of the selected trimers and dimers are copied to a working directory 

by the following script. 

 
 
 
###############################  Program starts  ##################################### 
# Filename: copy.pl 
# Note: Depneding on whether trimers or dimers are to be copied, comment out  
#       corresponding commands. 
 
#!/usr/bin/perl 
 
while(<>){ 
 chomp; 
# my $filename1 = substr $_, 0, 4; 
 my $filename2 = substr $_, 0, 4; 
# my $command1 = "cp -f /Users/yentingl/Desktop/YeatesLabProject/Dimer-
Trimer/SymD/Dimer_PISCES_PISAcomplex/"."$filename1"."_PISA_addAxis.pdb ./C_Dimer/"; 
 my $command2 = "cp -f /Users/yentingl/Desktop/YeatesLabProject/Dimer-
Trimer/SymD/Trimer_PISCES_PISAcomplex/"."$filename2"."_PISA_addAxis.pdb ./N_Trimer/"; 
# system("$command1"); 
 system("$command2"); 
} 
 
###############################  Program ends  ####################################### 
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Once the selected trimers and dimers are in place, the trimeric axis or dimeric axis for each PDB 

file are generated by a program SymD [67].  

 
 
###############################  Program starts  ##################################### 
# Filename: run_SymD.sh 

 
#!/bin/bash 
 
for file in ./*.pdb; do 
        ./SymD_0.9-linux.exe "$file" 
done 

 
###############################  Program ends  ####################################### 
 
 

The SymD program outputs PDB format that is not consistent with other scripts and hence 

needed to be modified. The workaround is to copy the axes generated by SymD and put into the 

PISA files. 

 
 
###############################  Program starts  ##################################### 
# Filename: Add_SymD_axis.pl 
 
#!/usr/bin/perl 
 
while(<>){ 
 my @original=(); 
 my @axis=(); 
  
 chomp; 
 $original_filename = "$_"."_PISA.pdb"; 
 $axis_filename = "$_"."_PISA-trfm.pdb"; 
 $output_filename = "$_"."_PISA_addAxis.pdb"; 
 open ORIGINAL, "$original_filename" or die $!; 
 open AXIS, "$axis_filename" or die $!; 
 open OUTPUT, ">$output_filename" or die $!; 
 
 while(<ORIGINAL>){ 
  my $line = $_; 
  push @original, $line; 
 } 
 
 while(<AXIS>){ 
  my $line = $_; 
  push @axis, $line; 
 } 
 
 for($i=0; $i < $#original; $i++){ 
  print OUTPUT $original[$i]; 
 } 
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 for($j=-6; $j<0; $j++){ 
  $axis[$j] =~ s/F/Z/; 
  print OUTPUT $axis[$j]; 
 } 
  
 close OUTPUT; 
} 

 
###############################  Program ends  ####################################### 

 
 

At this stage, the PDB files are ready for “matching” (to select the proper combination of trimer 

and dimer for fusion) 

 

 

 

5.2.4 Match the trimers and dimers with proper length of helix linker 

The matching process starts by fixing a trimeric protein with C-terminal helix at the N-terminal 

of a standard helix segment (26 alanine). The dimeric proteins with N-terminal helix are tested 

one-by-one by placing the N-terminal helix at discrete locations on the standard helix. The 

matching procedure is done utilizing the subroutines in the program UCSF-Chimera [68]. The 

following script generates UCSF-Chimera command files for each pair of trimers and dimers. 

 
 
###############################  Program starts  ##################################### 
# Filename: create_chimera_script.pl 
 
#!/usr/bin/perl 
 
open Dimer, "../Dimer_N_Helix_list" or die $!; 
open Trimer, "../Trimer_C_Helix_list" or die $!; 
 
my @Dimer = (); 
my @Trimer = (); 
 
while(<Dimer>){ 
 chomp; 
 push(@Dimer, $_); 
} 
 
while(<Trimer>){ 
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 chomp; 
 push(@Trimer, $_); 
} 
 
for($i=0; $i<=$#Trimer; $i++){ 
 @field_Tri = split(/\W+/, $Trimer[$i]); 
 $command = "mkdir "."$field_Tri[0]"; 
 $Tri_end = $field_Tri[4]; 
        $c = $Tri_end - 5; 
        $d = $Tri_end; 
 system("$command"); 
 
 for($j=0; $j<=$#Dimer; $j++){ 
  @field_Di = split(/\W+/, $Dimer[$j]); 
  $Di_start = $field_Di[3]; 
  $Di_end = $field_Di[4]; 
  $filename = "$field_Tri[0]"."/"."$field_Di[0]".".com"; 
  open OUTPUT, ">$filename" or die $!; 
  $line1 = "open ../../C_Dimer/"."$field_Di[0]"."_PISA_addAxis.pdb"."\n"; 
  $line2 = "open ../../N_Trimer/"."$field_Tri[0]"."_PISA_addAxis.pdb"."\n"; 
  $line3 = "open ../AlphaHelix.pdb"."\n"; 
  print OUTPUT "$line1$line2$line3"; 
  print OUTPUT "match #2:1-6.a\@ca #1:$c-$d.a\@ca"."\n"; 
 
  for($k=0;$k<15;$k++){ 
                $a = $Di_start; 
                $b = $Di_start + 5; 
  $l = $k + 7; 
  $m = $k + 12; 
  ## Dimers are transformed to fit Trimer, Trimer not moved ## 
  $line4 = "match #0:$a-$b.a\@ca #2:$l-$m.a\@ca"."\n"; 
  $line5 = "select :Gly.Z"."\n"; 
  $line6 = "write selected #0 "."$field_Di[0]"."_axis_$k.pdb"."\n"; 
  $line7 = "~select all"."\n"; 
  print OUTPUT "$line4"."$line5"."$line6"."$line7"; 
  } 
 
  $line8 = "close all"; 
 
  print OUTPUT "$line8"; 
  close OUTPUT; 
 } 
} 

 
###############################  Program ends  ####################################### 

 
 

Once the UCSF-Chimera command files are generated, each command file is executed by a 

batch script. 

 

 
 
###############################  Program starts  ##################################### 
# Filename: run_Chimera_nogui_for_all_directory.sh 
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#!/bin/bash 
 
for file in *; do 
 if [ -d $file ]; then 
  cp run_Chimera_nogui.sh $file; 
  cd $file; 
  ./run_Chimera_nogui.sh > run_Chimera_nogui.log; 
  cd ..; 
 fi 
done 
 
###############################  Program ends  ####################################### 

 
 
 
 
For the above script to run successfully, the following script needs to be present in the same 

directory. 

 
 
 
###############################  Program starts  ##################################### 
# Filename: run_Chimera_nogui.sh 
 
#!/bin/bash 
 
for file in ./*.com; do 
        /joule2/programs/lx_bin/chimera --nogui "$file" 
done 
 
###############################  Program ends  ####################################### 
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5.2.5 Analysis of the geometry of each pair of trimers and dimers 

After the matching procedure is finished, the analysis of geometry between each pair of trimers 

and dimers is carried out. The angles and distances between the trimeric axes and dimeric axes 

are extracted from PDB files generated in the previous section. 

 
 
###############################  Program starts  ##################################### 
# Filename: get_Angle_Distance.pl 
 
#!/usr/bin/perl 
 
use Math::Trig; 
open OUTPUT, ">Angle_Distance.txt"; 
 
open Dimer, "../Dimer_N_Helix_list" or die $!; 
open Trimer, "../Trimer_C_Helix_list" or die $!; 
 
my @Dimer = (); 
my @Trimer = (); 
 
while(<Dimer>){ 
        chomp; 
        push(@Dimer, $_); 
} 
 
while(<Trimer>){ 
        chomp; 
        push(@Trimer, $_); 
} 
 
 
for($i=0; $i<=$#Trimer; $i++){ 
        @field_Tri = split(/\W+/, $Trimer[$i]); 
        $filename1 = "$field_Tri[0]"."/"."$field_Tri[0]"."_axis.pdb"; 
        open FILE1, "$filename1" or die $!; 
 
 my @X_1=(); 
 my @Y_1=(); 
 my @Z_1=(); 
        my @X_2=(); 
        my @Y_2=(); 
        my @Z_2=(); 
 
 while(<FILE1>){ 
  if($_ =~ m/^ATOM/){ 
  @field = split; 
   push @X_1, $field[6]; 
   push @Y_1, $field[7]; 
   push @Z_1, $field[8]; 
  } 
 } 
 my @vec_1=($X_1[2]-$X_1[0], $Y_1[2]-$Y_1[0], $Z_1[2]-$Z_1[0]); 
 
        for($j=0; $j<=$#Dimer; $j++){ 
                @field_Di = split(/\W+/, $Dimer[$j]); 
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                for($k=0; $k<15; $k++){ 
                $filename2 = "$field_Tri[0]"."/"."$field_Di[0]"."_axis_"."$k".".pdb"; 
                open FILE2, "$filename2" or die $!; 
 
         @X_2=(); 
         @Y_2=(); 
         @Z_2=(); 
 
  while(<FILE2>){ 
   if($_ =~ m/^ATOM/){ 
                 @field = split; 
                         push @X_2, $field[6]; 
                         push @Y_2, $field[7]; 
                         push @Z_2, $field[8]; 
                 } 
         } 
  close FILE2; 
         my @vec_2=($X_2[2]-$X_2[0], $Y_2[2]-$Y_2[0], $Z_2[2]-$Z_2[0]); 
 
### Getting Angle ### 
  my $vec_1_length = sqrt($vec_1[0]*$vec_1[0] + $vec_1[1]*$vec_1[1] + 
$vec_1[2]*$vec_1[2]); 
  my $vec_2_length = sqrt($vec_2[0]*$vec_2[0] + $vec_2[1]*$vec_2[1] + 
$vec_2[2]*$vec_2[2]); 
  my $dotProduct = ($vec_1[0]/$vec_1_length)*($vec_2[0]/$vec_2_length) + 
($vec_1[1]/$vec_1_length)*($vec_2[1]/$vec_2_length) + 
($vec_1[2]/$vec_1_length)*($vec_2[2]/$vec_2_length); 
  my $angle = rad2deg(acos($dotProduct)); 
### Getting Distance ### 
         my @crossProduct = (($vec_1[1]*$vec_2[2]-$vec_1[2]*$vec_2[1]), 
($vec_1[2]*$vec_2[0]-$vec_1[0]*$vec_2[2]), ($vec_1[0]*$vec_2[1]-$vec_1[1]*$vec_2[0])); 
         my $crossProduct_length = sqrt(($crossProduct[0]*$crossProduct[0]) + 
($crossProduct[1]*$crossProduct[1]) + ($crossProduct[2]*$crossProduct[2])); 
         my @connect_vec1_vec2 = ($X_1[0]-$X_2[0], $Y_1[0]-$Y_2[0], $Z_1[0]-
$Z_2[0]); 
         my $distance = abs($crossProduct[0]*$connect_vec1_vec2[0] + 
$crossProduct[1]*$connect_vec1_vec2[1] + 
$crossProduct[2]*$connect_vec1_vec2[2])/$crossProduct_length; 
### Output ### 
  printf OUTPUT '%-15s%8.2f%8.2f', "$filename2", "$angle", "$distance"; 
  print OUTPUT "\n"; 
  } 
 } 
} 
 
close OUTPUT; 
 
###############################  Program ends  ####################################### 

 
 

After all possible angles and distances are extracted, the following script is used to filter out the 

intended assembly symmetries. For example, if a tetrahedral cage is intended, an angle around 

54.7° and distance close to 0Å will be picked. 
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###############################  Program starts  ##################################### 
# Filename: get_closed_complex.pl 
 
#!/usr/bin/perl 
 
open ANGLE, "Angle_Distance.txt" or die $!; 
open OUTPUT, ">closed_complex_list.txt" or die $!; 
 
while(<ANGLE>){ 
 @field = split(/\s+/, $_); 
 if($field[2] < 3){ 
  print OUTPUT $_; 
 } 
} 
 
###############################  Program ends  ####################################### 

 
 
Now a list of potential fusions of trimers and dimers are available. The lengths of the helix 

linkers are also included in the list. Further inspection of each pair’s original PDB web pages 

should be carried out for evaluation before experiments are conducted. 
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5.3 Analysis programs 

 
5.3.1 Finding the principal vectors in a protein cage 

The Padilla Cage (Chapter 2) solved by X-ray crystallography showed various amount of 

distortion from the ideal geometry, as a consequence the principal axes could not be readily 

identified in the cage structures. This Perl script identifies the principal axes and the variance of 

mass distribution along the principal axes.  

 
 
###############################  Program starts  ##################################### 
# Filename: principal.pl 

 
#!/usr/bin/perl 
 
use List::Util qw(sum); 
 
my @X; 
my @Y; 
my @Z; 
 
while(<>){ 
 if($_ =~ "^ATOM"){ 
  @fields = split; 
  push @X, $fields[6]; 
  push @Y, $fields[7]; 
  push @Z, $fields[8]; 
 } 
} 
 
$centerX = sum(@X)/@X; 
$centerY = sum(@Y)/@Y; 
$centerZ = sum(@Z)/@Z; 
 
#Moving the center to origin by negating coordinates by center 
 
for($i=0;$i<=$#X;$i++){ 
 $XX = $XX + (($X[$i]-$centerX)*($X[$i]-$centerX)); 
 $XY = $XY + (($X[$i]-$centerX)*($Y[$i]-$centerY)); 
 $XZ = $XZ + (($X[$i]-$centerX)*($Z[$i]-$centerZ)); 
 $YX = $YX + (($Y[$i]-$centerY)*($X[$i]-$centerX)); 
 $YY = $YY + (($Y[$i]-$centerY)*($Y[$i]-$centerY)); 
 $YZ = $YZ + (($Y[$i]-$centerY)*($Z[$i]-$centerZ)); 
 $ZX = $ZX + (($Z[$i]-$centerZ)*($X[$i]-$centerX)); 
 $ZY = $ZY + (($Z[$i]-$centerZ)*($Y[$i]-$centerY)); 
 $ZZ = $ZZ + (($Z[$i]-$centerZ)*($Z[$i]-$centerZ)); 
} 
 
$no_atoms = $#X+1; 
$XXave = $XX / $no_atoms; 
$XYave = $XY / $no_atoms; 
$XZave = $XZ / $no_atoms; 
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$YXave = $YX / $no_atoms; 
$YYave = $YY / $no_atoms; 
$YZave = $YZ / $no_atoms; 
$ZXave = $ZX / $no_atoms; 
$ZYave = $ZY / $no_atoms; 
$ZZave = $ZZ / $no_atoms; 
 
print "\nCenter: $centerX\t$centerY\t$centerY\n\n"; 
print "Matrix:\n"; 
print "$XXave\t$XYave\t$XZave\n$YXave\t$YYave\t$YZave\n$ZXave\t$ZYave\t$ZZave\n"; 
 
print "### For R ###\n"; 
print "M <- matrix(c($XXave, $XYave, $XZave, $YXave, $YYave, $YZave, $ZXave, $ZYave, 
$ZZave), ncol=3)\n"; 
print "M\n"; 
print "eigen(M)\n\n"; 
 
###############################  Program ends  ####################################### 

 
 

5.3.2 Finding the longest distance between pair of atoms in a protein cage 

This Perl script scans all pair of atoms in a protein cage and identifies the longest distance in a 

protein cage.  

 
 
###############################  Program starts  ##################################### 
# Filename: Longest_Distance.pl 
 
#!/usr/bin/perl 
 
my @X; 
my @Y; 
my @Z; 
my @N; 
my @D; 
 
while(<>){ 
 if($_=~/^ATOM/ && $_ =~/ CA /){ 
  @fields = split; 
  push(@X,$fields[6]); 
  push(@Y,$fields[7]); 
  push(@Z,$fields[8]); 
  $resi = $fields[4].$fields[5]; 
  push(@N,$resi); 
#  print $_; 
#  print $resi; 
 } 
} 
 
$longest = 0; 
for($i=0;$i<=$#X;$i++){ 
 if($N[$i] =~ /^D/){ 
  print "finish A,B,C chains\n"; 
  last; 
 } 
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 for($j=0;$j<=$#X;$j++){ 
  $x_disp = $X[$i] - $X[$j]; 
  $y_disp = $Y[$i] - $Y[$j]; 
  $z_disp = $Z[$i] - $Z[$j]; 
  $dist = sqrt($x_disp**2 + $y_disp**2 + $z_disp**2); 
  if($dist >= $longest){ 
   $longest = $dist; 
   $longest_pair = $N[$i]."\t".$N[$j]; 
  } 
#  print $longest."\t"; 
#  print $N[$i]."\t".$N[$j]."\t".$longest_pair."\n"; 
 } 
} 
 
print $longest."\n"; 
 
###############################  Program ends  ####################################### 
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Appendix 

The designed protein sequences are summarized as follows. It has to be noted that for all these 

constructs there are several variants, the sequences listed here are the most representative. 

 

• PCK118A/Q24V (Chapter 2.1.5) 

   MPFITVGQENSTSIDLYYEDHGTGVPVVLIHGFPLSGHSWERQSAALLDA 
   GYRVITYDRRGFGQSSQPTTGYDYDTFAADLNTVLETLDLQDAVLVGFSM 
   GTGEVARYVSSYGTARIAAVAFLASLEPFLLKTDDNPDGAAPQEFFDGIV 
   AAVKADRYAFYTGFFNDFYNLDENLGTRISEEAVRNSWNTAASGGFFAAA 
   AAPTTWYTDFRADIPRIDVPALILHGTGDRTLPIENTARVFHKALPSAEY 
   VEVEGAPHGLLWTHAEEVNTALLAFLAKALEAQKQKLLTEVETYVLSIIP 
   SGPLKAEIAQRLEDVFAGKNTDLEVLMEWLKTRPILSPLTKGILGFVFTL 
   TVPSERGLQRRRFVQNALNGNGDPNNMDKAVKLYRKLKREITFHGAKEIS 
   LSYSAGALASCMGLIYNRMGAVTTEVAFGLVCATCEQIADSQHRSHRQLE 
   HHHHHH* 
  

Note: Trimeric domain is colored in green, dimeric domain is colored in blue and the linker is 
colored in red. The purification tag is colored in black and point mutations are colored in yellow. 
Every line contains 50 residues. The star symbol represents stop codon. 
 

• PC-HA flu antigen decorated protein cage (Chapter 2.4.2) 

   MPFITVGQENSTSIDLYYEDHGTGVPVVLIHGFPLSGHSWERQSAALLDA 
   GYRVITYDRRGFGQSSQPTTGYDYDTFAADLNTVLETLDLQDAVLVGFSM 
   GTGEVARYVSSYGTARIAAVAFLASLEPFLLKTDDNPDGAAPQEFFDGIV 
   AAVKADRYAFYTGFFNDFYNLDENLGTRISEEAVRNSWNTAASGGFFAAA 
   AAPTTWYTDFRADIPRIDVPALILHGTGDRTLPIENTARVFHKALPSAEY 
   VEVEGAPHGLLWTHAEEVNTALLAFLAKALEAQKQKLLTEVENYVLSIIP 
   SGPLKAEIAQRLEDVFAGKNTDLEVLMEWLKTRPILSPLTKGILGFVFTL 
   TVPSERGLQRRRFVQNALNGNGDPNNMDKAVKLYRKLKREITFHGAKEIS 
   LSYSAGALASCMGLIYNRMGAVTTEVAFGLVCATCEQIADSQHRSHRQRI 
   QDLEKYVEDTKIDLWSYNAELLVALENQHTIDLTDSEMNKLFEKTRRQLR 
   ENALEHHHHHH* 
 

Note: The hemagglutinin (HA) antigen derived from the stem region is colored in orange. Other 
than the antigen fragment, the sequence is identical to the sequence of PCK118A/Q24V listed above. 
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• PCTAT cell-penetrating-peptide decorated protein cage (Chapter 2.4.2) 

   MPFITVGQENSTSIDLYYEDHGTGVPVVLIHGFPLSGHSWERQSAALLDA 
   GYRVITYDRRGFGQSSQPTTGYDYDTFAADLNTVLETLDLQDAVLVGFSM 
   GTGEVARYVSSYGTARIAAVAFLASLEPFLLKTDDNPDGAAPQEFFDGIV 
   AAVKADRYAFYTGFFNDFYNLDENLGTRISEEAVRNSWNTAASGGFFAAA 
   AAPTTWYTDFRADIPRIDVPALILHGTGDRTLPIENTARVFHKALPSAEY 
   VEVEGAPHGLLWTHAEEVNTALLAFLAKALEAQKQKLLTEVETYVLSIIP 
   SGPLKAEIAQRLEDVFAGKNTDLEVLMEWLKTRPILSPLTKGILGFVFTL 
   TVPSERGLQRRRFVQNALNGNGDPNNMDKAVKLYRKLKREITFHGAKEIS 
   LSYSAGALASCMGLIYNRMGAVTTEVAFGLVCATCEQIADSQHRSHRQGR 
   KKRRQRRRPQLEHHHHHH* 
 

Note: The cell penetrating peptide (CPP) derived from the HIV TAT protein is colored in orange. 
Other than the CPP fragment, the sequence is identical to the sequence of PCK118A/Q24V listed 
above. 
 

 

• 2ARH-3KAW tetrahedral cage (Chapter 3.1) 

   MHHHHHHDAMVKYEELLKTLENGINSEEGEIRLVRKSQGRFKEEFNFDLS 
   LGSKPLLTLKVFLGRKPYWQPWVEVFGVNPNLRNVFFGSEAERKLYEFLS 
   EHFGRIFVEYFEDKETTYELQKGVPPALSRLGFELLKLGYTYFRDWFIPE 
   GLMEGGHKIQAEKPKTAEAKARHLANLKKEFEEFIGKCEDEGLIKKVKER 
   YNFLEEEAEERCRLAAQACIRACERYLALCTESSREQRQHAGDCADLCRL 
   AALLLERRSPWAPAACELAARYALACAERCDGDEPLERECAGACRRFVAA 
   CAPLL* 
 

Note: The trimeric domain is colored in green and the dimeric domain is colored in blue. The 
purification tag is colored in black and the helix linker is colored in red. The star represents the 
end of the sequence. 
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• ATC cubic cage (Chapter 3.2) 

   MQWQTKLPLIAILRGITPDEALAHVGAVIDAGFDAVEIPLNSPQWEQSIP 
   AIVDAYGDKALIGAGTVLKPEQVDALARMGCQLIVTPNIHSEVIRRAVGY 
   GMTVCPGCATATEAFTALEAGAQALKIFPSSAFGPQYIKALKAVLPSDIA 
   VFAVGGVTPENLAQWIDAGCAGAGLGSDLYRAGQSVERTAQQAAAFVKAY 
   REAQKQKEQRQDQKSAYALGASLGRYMENSLKEQEKLGIKLDKDQLIAGV 
   QDAFADKSKLSDQEIEQTLQAFEARVKSSAQAKLEHHHHHH* 
 

Note: The trimeric domain is colored in green and the dimeric domain is colored in blue. The 
purification tag is colored in black and the helix linker is colored in red. The star represents the 
end of the sequence. 
 

• Metal-ion induced assemblies (Chapter 3.3) 

   MADLEDNMETLNDNLKVIEKADNAAQVKDALTKMRAAALDAQKATPPKLE 
   DKSPDSPEMHDFRHGFDILVGQIHDALHLANEGKVKEAQAAAEQLKTTCN 
   ACHQKYKALEAQKQEERCRLAAQACIRACERYLALCTESSREQRQHAGDC 
   ADLCRLAALLLERRSPWAPAACELAARYALACAERCDGDEPLERECAGAC 
   RRFVEACRPLL* 
  

Note: The trimeric domain is colored in green and the dimeric domain is colored in blue. The 
purification tag is colored in black and the helix linker is colored in red. The star represents the 
end of the sequence. 
 

• Ddc cage (Chapter 3.4) 

   MPDNEVDLLFAQLSPEDLIEWSDYLPESFTDRALAQMGERQRQRFELYDQ 
   YSENEIGRYTDHQMLVLSDKATVAQAQRFFRRIELDCNDNLFIVDEADKY 
   LGTVRRYDIFKHEPHEPLISLLSEDSRALTANTTLLDAAEAIEHSREIEL 
   PVIDDAGELIGRVTLRAATALVREEAEMKDKIIDNAITLFSEKGYDGTTL 
   DDISKSVNIKKASLYYHYDNKEEIYRKSVENCFNYFIDFMMRNHDDNYSI 
   DGLYQFLFKFIFDVDERYIKLYVQLSSAPEALNSEIKHHLQEINTTLHDE 
   LIKYYDPTHIALDKEDFINMILMFLETWYFRASFSQKFGIIEDSKNRFKD 
   QVYSLLNVFLKKLEHHHHHH* 
  

Note: The trimeric domain is colored in green and the dimeric domain is colored in blue. The 
purification tag is colored in black and the helix linker is colored in red. The star represents the 
end of the sequence. 
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• Target 398 (Chapter 4.1) 

   MAASERKALQTEMARIKKWLTFSLGKQHGKSFYLFNFEGNSWYGSKRLCS 
   QFQAHLLKIDNSKEFEFIESQTSSHRINAFWIGLSRNQSEGPWFWEDGSA 
   FFPNSFQVRNAVPQESLLHNCVWIHGSEVYNQICNTSSYSICEFPI* 
  

Note: The trimeric domain is colored in green and the dimeric domain is colored in blue. The star 
represents the end of the sequence. 
 

 

• Target 509, designed by sequence alignment (Chapter 4.2) 

   MGSSHHHHHHSSGLVPRGSPQCHFDIEINREPVGRIMFQLFSDICPKTCK 
   NFVQLTNGKTYRVNSNGTGKYKYNRHINRTYEGCKFHNVLHNNYIVSGDF 
   SEGNGKGGESIYGGYFKDENFILKHDRAFLLSLVPYTDESGNRYYDSTFM 
   ITLDDIRPSNVLDELDRDQVVIGQVYGGLDVLDKINSMIKPYAGRKYPTF 
   SIGKCGAYLDSSQAQRKRPVNVNGTKRFLNKPTRVN* 
  

Note: The trimeric domain is colored in green, the dimeric domain is colored in blue and the 
purification tag is colored in black. The star represents the end of the sequence. 
 

 

• Target 509, structure-based design (Chapter 4.2) 

   MGSSHHHHHHSSGLVPRGSPQCHFDIEINREPVGRIMFQLFSDICPKTCK 
   NFLCLCSGEKGLGKTTGKKLCYKGSTFHNVLHNNYIVSGDFSEGNGKGGE 
   SIYGGYFKDENFILKHDRAFLLSLVPYTDESGNRYYDSTFMITLDDIRPS 
   NVLDELDRDQVVIGLVISGFEVIDKINSMIKPYAGRKYPTFRVIDCGVLA 
   TK* 
 

Note: The trimeric domain is colored in green, the dimeric domain is colored in blue and the 
purification tag is colored in black. The star represents the end of the sequence. 
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• Target 825 (Chapter 4.3) 

   MGSSHHHHHHSSGLVPRGSMTQYKLVVVGAGGVGKSALTIQLIQNHFVDE 
   YDPTILDFYLKQVVIDGETCLLQIWDTAGDEEYIAMLDKYIYGAQGFLCV 
   FAINNTKSFEDIHQWREVIKRVKDSDDVPMVLVGNKCDLAARTVESRQAQ 
   DLARSYGIPYIETSAKTRQGVEDAFYTLVREIRQH* 
  

Note: The trimeric domain is colored in green, the residues derived from the dimeric domain is 
colored in blue and the purification tag is colored in black. The star represents the end of the 
sequence. 
 

• Boundary-optimized 3Dcomplex target (Chapter 4.4.2) 

   MKIGIVTGIPGVGKSTVLAKVKEILDNQGINNAIINYGIINHMVVGGYRP 
   PAESDELLALTAKNITDLARAGGEGYLFIDTHAVIRTPSGYLPGLPSAVI 
   TEINPSVIFLLEADPKIILSRQKRDTTRNRNDYSDESVILETINFARYAA 
   TASAVLAGSTVKVIVNVEGDPSIAANEIIRSMKLEHHHHHH* 
  

Note: The trimeric domain is colored in green, the dimeric domain is colored in blue and the 
purification tag is colored in black. Point mutations are colored in orange. The star represents the 
end of the sequence. 
 

• 6Ala-YY (Chapter 4.4.3) 

   MKIGIVTGIPGVGKSTVLAKVKEILDNQGINNAIINYGDFMLATALYLGY 
   AKDRDEMRKLSVEKQKALQIAAAKGIAAYARAGGEGYLFIDTHAVIRTPS 
   GYLPGLPSYVITEINPSVIFLLEADPKIILSRQKRDTTRNRNDYSDESVI 
   LETINFARYAATASAVLAGSTVKVIVNVEGDPSIAANEIIRSMKLEHHHH 
   HH* 
  

Note: The design is based on the trimeric sequence, colored in green. Point mutations are colored 
in orange and the purification tag is colored in black. The star represents the end of the sequence. 
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